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Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, February 11, 1970

Senate Passes Bill
Raising Legal Rate
On Interest To 90/0

10. Per Copy

Vol. LXXXXI No. 35

COUNTY TEACHERS VOTE
AGAINST WORK HALT

were amendments which would
have increased the rate from 7
Patricia Schroeder
FRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI) - to 8 per cent, and one whic.h
The state Senate approved and would have set an upper overall
sent to the House of Represen- ceiling of 12 per cent.
tatives Tuesday a bill which wouOf the latter amendment, Seta
ld raise the pr esent legal interest C.
Gibson Downing, D-Lexingrate in an effort to allow the
ton, one of the bill's sponsors,
money. market in Kentucky to
said, "the purpose of this bill
seek its own level.
Is to permit the money market
The measure provides the preto seek its own level and gensent 7 per cent ceiling on loan erally it
will seek its level at
contracts would be increased to or about the
prime Interest rate. SAN ANTONIO-Two Dexter,
9 per cent for loans of $7,500 or I see this amendment as nothing Ky., sisters are being assigned
less. Above that figure, the rate
mote than an invitation to lend- to new bales for traning in
would depend on what the lenders to go to 12 per cent and U. S. Air Force specialties afer and party taking out the loan blame it on
ter completing basic training
you and me."
agree upon. It was approved 27The prime interest rate, or at Lackland APB. Tex.
6, but only after one amendthat rate lending institutions grment was added and two others
The sisters, Aimee Virginia
ant their test customers,is now
defeated.
--8.5per cent.Downingarkiedmany-R. and -Patricia -Ae-fric
The amendment added,proposstates with no upward limits for are daughters of Mr. and Mrs.
ed by Sen. Edwin Freeman, D- large loan
agreements have found Sampson Schroeder of Rt. 1,
Harrodsburg, increases from
the rate is usually in the neigh- Deader.
$5,000 to $7,500 the breaking
borhood of the prime rate.
Virginia will attend the air
point for rate levels. Defeated
Stiff Fight Expected
traffic controller course at TraBut the bill is expected to vis APB, Calif. She is a 1969
face a stiff fight in the House graduate of Calloway County
Banking and Insurance Commit- High School, Murray, Ky.
tee where it will be sent when
Patricia will be assigned to
the lower chamber receives it. Loring AFB, Maine, for trainThe chairman of that comm- ing as an administrative specialittee is Rep. James Bruce D- ist. She is a 1968 graduate of
Hopkinsville, who has expressed Calloway County -High School
and attended Murray State Uni(Continued on Page Ten)
versity.

Fiscal Court
Meets With
Road Group

By GLEN CARPENTER

Dexter Sisters
Assigned To New
Training Bases

Virginia Schroeder

Newcomers Club Will
Meet At Thurman's

Persons Are Fined In
Calloway Court Of
lodge Robert Miller

Local Association Would Support
Strike Only On Statewide Basis

Several cases have been dis- A survey by a Paducah tele- "We are right now face-to-face
posed of in the Calloway County vision station revealed Tuesday with one of the most serious
James Lawrence will conduct
Court of Judge Robert O. Miller that teachers in the Jackson Pur- crises our schools have ever
a tour of Thurman's for the
during the past week. Records chase area overwhelmingly favor experienced. Approach this task
Kentucky Department Of High- show the following occurred:
members of the Welcome Waga strike if the General Assembly of securing your fair share of
on Newcomers Club at the meet- ways officials are meeting with
Joe Wilkins, Hazel, public dru- fails to meet demands by the Ken- Kentucky's economic growth with
Mg on Thursday, February 12, the county fiscal courts in Dis- nkenness, fined $10.00 costs tucky Education Association.
a sincere desire to develop plans
ict 1 this month to hear reco- $25.50 ; Sheriff.
at 7:30 p. in.
The Calloway Candy Teachers that would solve the problem,
Lawrence is a member of the mmendstims for each county's
Bobby F. Williams,Route Two, Association voted not to support even if it means to move proKentucky Chapter of the Na- 1970-71 Comity Road Air Pro- Hazel, reckless driving, fined the strike unless the walkout was gressively towards work stopptional Society of Interior De- gram.
$10.00 costs $18.50;State Police. a blanket strike across the state, age. If work stoppage or strike
signers. He has resided in Mur- They meet today with the CallGlenda Hill, Route One, Almo; according to Bob Allen,Principal is the oily solution we must all
CAWS oway Fiscal Court.
ray for the past
reckless driving, fined $10.00 of New Concord Elementary Sch- go but we must do it together."
and leas ,been associated with
Meetings already have been costs $18.50; State Police.
KEA's Board of Directors
ool and president of the local
Thurman's for three dears.
_ed with the Live, JeiVillgato4
Virgil L. Dick.., Route One, group. The vote by the lace/ meets in Louisville tonight. to
store
e-Sii of theand i/c-acktigacaainty fiss_a_l co- Farmington, speeding, fined. assdetation was 44- against the illscuss the_ qibt2tion, during
Uiie i Wscussiiin
styles
arts.
$10.00 costs $18.50;StatePolice. walkout, 40 for the move and two which officials could call into
room arrangements and present Through the County Read Aid
Larry Rogers Route Two, conditional votelirthe strike. session the delegate assembly
day adaptations of trends, fah Program, the Highway Depart- Hazel, speeding
'
, fined $10.00 Allen told the Ledger and Tim- to consider possible sanctions.
tics, and carpeting will also be ipent helps the counties maintain costs $18.50; State Police,
es this morning that it was men- rhe strike has been one suggesincluded in the discussion.
their roads.
Charles C. Haley, Dexter, re- tioned several times by local tion for dealing with possible
Following the tour, the NewThe County Road Aid Program ckless driving, fined $100.00 teachers that whatever action inaction by the legislation on the
comers will meet for refresh- does not include enough money
costs $13.50; State Police,
Is taken should be unanimous KEA proposals.
ments at the Community Centto meet all the needs of all
James A. Thomas,1508 Henry, throughout the state.
The TV station survey found
er on Ellis Drive. All new resiroads. In order to estab- Murray, drinking beer on public KEA president, Dr. Kenneth support for the strike in Mayffeid
dents are invited to attend. county
lish priorities, Highway Depart- highway, fine of $10.00 suspend Estes of Bowling Green, told by a five-to-one margin. Other
ment officials meet with each ed, costs of $18.50 paid; State the association's delegate asse- votes were: three-to-one in Fulcounty's fiscal court.
Police.
mbly at a meeting last wed too and Paducah, and two-toone
The program agreed upon is Marshall Capparell, College
In McCracken County in favor of
signed by an official of the De- Station, Murray, disregarding
the strike.
partment of Highways and the stop sign, fine of $10.00 suspend
Judge.
County
ed, cost of $18.50 paid; State
There will be live entertain: Road projects included in the Police.
Somebody said recely.kbist the
State
Resort
Kentake
ment at
County Road Air Program are Joe Brooks, Route One, DexArmy homed Tiny ?Ln's -draft
Park Amphitheater this sum- financed by a General Assembly ter, speeding, fine of $10.00 suscard.
mer.
appropriation.
Word has been received of th
pended, cost of $18:50 paid; State
W. James Host, commissionPolice,
death of Mrs. Odle Folwell whc
Clarence G. Morehead, the arte. of --Parks, said in response
Grant Kodman, 1503 Glendale, passed away Tuesday at 11:3
ist of property who is cosigns
to a request by representatives
Murray, speeding, fined $10.00 p.m. at a hospital in Romeo,
to mereep.
of Kentucky's Western waterMich.
costs $18.50, State Police.
rriday, is a realtor in Owensland Inc., a regional tourism
Wanda Henson
aoro, Kentucky.
Route Five, She was the widow of V
organization.
Benton, cdld checking,
'
tined oi Buren Folwell who died Septem
FRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI) The .delegation which met
He moved into a new office
$10.00 suspended, cost of $25.50 her 29, 1967.She was the daught- The president of the Kentucky
with Hose here included Dick
er of the late Albert Hale and Education Association says his
building in 1963 and the
Three men have been charg- the county officials on Satur- Douglas, president, of the West- Mrs. Bertha Dixon of Hazel paid; Sheriff.
Roger Wiedeman, Route Four, Lydia Brandon Hale.
were well furnished except ed with "steeling a cow, KRS day. His bond has been set at ern Waterlands group, Bud Route One was claimed by death
organization will press through
Survivors are one daughter- proposed legislation for a 4 cent
the walls and be sought to find 433.250", according to the war- $600.00. Dick's bond was S750.- iteetrde and Dick Ready, mem- at nine p. in. at the Murray- Metropolis, 111., speeding, fined
in-law,
Mrs.
some picture or painting that rants for their arrest signed 00 and Eddie Ellis' was $400.00, bers of the group and Max Calloway County Hospital.
$10.00 costs $18.50;State Police.
W. 0, Folwell, o hike per pack in the cigarette
would fit and was ullable to by County Judge Robert 0. Mil- according to law officials.
Monroe Wilkerson, Route Two, Nashville, Tenn.; one sou, Ives' tax.
Hurt, chairman of the publicity She was 86 years oil age and
a member of the Oak Grove Farmington, hunting without a Folwell of Walled Lake, Mich..
find one. So, he just painted ler.
On Monday Sheriff Steele, committee.
This would raise an estimated
one. It met with such acclaini
The three, Stanley Dick, John- accompanied by State Detectlicense fined $15.00 costs $18.50 six grandchildren; seven great $35.5 million over the nert,,bierThia should be welcome Baptist Church.
that he painted some more and ny Ellis, and Eddie Ellis have ive Joe Hill and 'Deputy Sher- news to residents of Western Mrs. Diann is survived by her Department of Fish and Wildlife. grandchildren.
nnium, primarily for teacher pay
husband, Lonnie Thar of Hathis bobby of his has developed been charged with the stealing iffs Calton Morgan and Mau- Kentucky," Host said.
J. C. Walker, Route Three, The body is being rethined to boosts.
Into a peat rivalry with his of a caw from the Iglehart rice Wilson, with a search war- "Kenlake Amphitheater was zel Route One. Her parents were Murray, commercial gear mi.! the J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
Dr. Kenneth Estes of Bowling
reel estate business.
Farms on or out the 11th of rant went to the home of Fal- dark last summer and we don't Newton Stewart and Jennie Ste- tagged, fined $15.00 costs $18.50; In Murray. Burial will be in the Green said if the legislation is
wart.
She
was born July 22, Department of Fish and Wildlife. Friendship Cemetery in CalloJanuary 1970, aocording to the well at 701 South 9th Street. intend to let this happen again
approved it would boost the tar'
He'll speak to the Kiwanians court records.
Falwell voluntarily stated
"It's a fine fazility, and we 1888.
James Raspberry, Hazel, way County. Funeral arrange- to 6/
1
2cents per pack. Kentucky
Funeral services will be held reckless driving, tined $100.00 ments are incomplete.
William Payne Falwell has "that he knew all of his rights will proceed immediately to de
Thursday night and will be at
Is currently one of the lowest
Murray Federal Savings and been Charged with possession since he was an ex-policeman tremine just what type of en Thursday at two p. in. at the costs $13.50; State Police.
taxers of tobacco in the country.
Loan on Friday. Prints and of stolen property. He was ar and if it was stolen cow meat tertainment will work best and Miller Funeral Home, Hazel,
George Barber, Princeton,
The average tax nationwide is
paintings will be on display at rested on Monday at his home that I was looking for, it was what will be mon.attractive to with Rev. M. M. Hampton of- speeding, fine of $10.00 suspend
Ve cents.
both events.
by Sheriff Clyde Steele and was in his deep freeze. He also said tourists and vacationers there.'' ficiating.
ed, cost of $18.50 paid; State
Estes admitted the outlook forreleased on bond of $750.00 on the meat in the deep freeze was
Further announcements con. Burial will be in the Oak Police.
such lee/dation seems doubtful.
Grove
Na paints buildings, and h i s Tuesday.
Cemetery with the arfrom the cow that was stolen, earning how the amphitheatre
Jimmy Darrell Rogers, Hazel,
Louisville Mayor Frank Burke
Dick and -Ellie Ellis were and that his wife, Evelyn Fal- would be used this summer rangements by the Miller Fuprints have become widely acsuggested last week if hLs state
arrested on Tuesday and were well, also volunteered the same would be forthcoming soon, neral Home where friends may speeding, fined $10.00 costs
cepted.
$18.50 paid; State Police.
revenue sharing play with local
released on bond the same day. statement, according to the af- Host said. ,
cell.
governments
is not approved, a
Saw a young Marine down at Johnny Ellis who is reported fidavit by Sheriff Steele.
of
daughter
Frances Fenton,
the Maple Leaf yesterday, so to be in Indiana will report to
Steele said he went to the
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Fenton of hike in the cigarette tax could
(Continued on rage Toni
naturally since one of our boys
Murray, was recently selected be imposed to provide the same
is a Marine, we just introduced
for recognitioti in the 1969-70 aid.
Estes said 'together with the
ourselves. Turned out be -is the
Who's Who Among American
Recruiting Sergeant stitioned.at
High School Students. Her bio- $16.6 million in the Democratic
Paducah. He cut a fine figure
graphy will appear in this year's substitute budget for teacher salSonny Tucker has been charg.
ary hikes to be voted on today
in his dress blues and agreed
edition.
EnLe , Gary Pugh and Rex Thoed with possession of stolen The Murray
In the Senate, the funds utilized
with our son that the Marines
Lions Club held
mpson for sponsoring a new mepropeety and is now In the its annual
is the top service.
Valentine party TuesStudents who have demonstra- from the increased tax would
Calloway County tail, according day evening
mber during the October memat
the
Womted
Murray
leadership in the fields ol mean about $39 million more
More than 70 students and ors, and Susan Barr, Frankfort to Calloway County officials.
25,000,000 people or one out of
an's Club House. President Z. C. bership drive.
academics, activities, athletics for teacher salaries during the
faculty
sophomore,
members
secretary.
Tucker
President
Enix
at
thanked
Mr. and community
allegedly had in his Ea&
Murray
eight-- Americans is receiving
afafirs are cho- next two fiscal years.
wsdcomed the Lions and
State University have spent
Dr. Kenneth. Harrell, chair possenion three pigs which had
He said it would boost the
a Social Seciartty check. Paytheir wives and expressed pleas- and Mrs. James Rudy Allbritten, sen for this honor by the facman
of
months
the
history department been stoles from J. Warren and
organizing "Insight
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Meilen, ulty of their school. Less than KEA's proposed cost - of-living
ments last year in the nation
ure'in
having
such
a
large
crowd
1970",
an annual lecture symGene Landon and which Tuckamounted to $27 billion, $2 bilfor the event. Mrs. James Rudy and Mr. and Mrs. Rob Ray for five percent of the senior and inbrease from $900 of about 10
(Continued on Page Ten)
er sold, according to the office
serving on the committee for junior students in the country days ago, to $1,200 now.
lion over the previous year. posium sponsored by the student government to provoke
of the Calloway County,Sheriff kllbritten responded to the wel- the event.
But not all the new funds would
are selected for -recgonition evlome
in
behalf of the ladies.
Deputy Sheriff's Maurice WdIn Kentucky last year SS pay thought and understanding.
ery year. $500 scholarships are go to salaries he said. About $4.5
KNOW
YOU
NOW
Scheduled
March
2-4
son
in
the
and C.alten'Morgan arrest
inents in Kentucky amounted
A vocal trio composed of Mrs.
awarded to ten of the students. million would be earmarked for
university
auditorium,
the
ed Tucker on February 6 at the Rob Ray, Mrs. 0. B. Boone Jr.
to $33.8 million per month.
operating costs of the state's
International
By
United
Press
theme of the second animal
home of Jerry Ray on the Old and Mrs. Vernon Shown enter193 school districts; approximaneeded
potential
The
electric
three-day
program is "DimenConcord Road.
Social Security has been going
tained the group with a special to cause the heart to contract is
tely $1.5 million for special and
sirns et a New De:ade." Guest
, on for 30 years.
selection of love songs, cod equivalent to about_ on. thouvocational education and $2 millspeakers include Herb Kaplow,
4
Marvin Harris, Calloway Coion for tobacco research to aid
eluding with "A Wonderful Guy." sandth of a volt.
unty
Coert
Clerk,
has announced
110 persons ilrho got the first Dr. Ashley Itiontgau, Dr. Joseph
The trio-was. accompanied by
the industry.
checks are still living.
Fletcher and Scott Carpenter. that the sale of out of state car
Mrs. Donald Burbitileld on the
The KEA's Board of Directors
HONOR
ROLL
Divided into 10 student com- licenses will be suspended startpiano.
will meet in Louisville tonight
Needy every person over 65 h mittees, the organization for the ing Wednesday, February 18,
Rob Ray, past president of the
to discuss legislative progress
Two names were InadvertentThe first in a special sera,Club
covens! under Medicare.
lecture series is headed by until the deadline of March 1.
for their demands which also
was in charge of the awards ly omitted from the semester
Persons
of
needing these licenWednesday evening 'services remodel/los
Steve Jackson, a Paducah senInclude a professional negotiaand recognized 43 and six weeks honor rolls at
ior, as executive committee ses are asked to note this sus- will be held at the Immanuel, embers
tions bargaining law,fringe beneof the club for having Calloway County High School
chairman. He has spearheaded pension due the rush of license Lutheran church at 8:00 this , perfect
fits program and an increase in.
attendance for the past that were published in the Ledthe planning and execution of sales during the latter part of evening. These services are a
property tax rates for school
ear. He recognized Lester Nar- ger and Times osi Monday and
each program detail.
the month. If the car owner is part of the annual Lenten oh
district purposes.
y and Rex Thompson for six Tuesday of this 'week. They
Prose laterastionAl
Jackson, who says "Insight questioned by authorities before servance of the church.
If the directors decide th.,
ears of perfect attendance,Jam- were: Robby Rye, 10th grade,
1970" is designed to familiarize he is able toget his UcenSe, he
This year the emphasis ID s
who made the smester trui3r
outlook
Lloyd
is bleak, they are emHarmon
years,
seven
West Kentucky: Increasing Murray State students-es well can check with the officials for these Lenten Services will be I3oyd and Cliff Cochran eight roll and; Kim Puckett, 9th
powered to call a special meetas
residents
of
West
Kentucky
on
clearance
"The
Life"
until
spoke
his
license
can
Abundant
be
cloudiness today, turning cooltears, Ken Goode, Robert Nelu. grade, who made the third six
ing Saturday of the KEA's policy
-with "some of the most perti- purchased.'
of by Christ In the words," •
er in the afternoon. Low tonight
.
• making body, the delegate assetin and G. T. Lilly for nine weeks honor roll.
nent
issues
in
the
country
tocame
The purchase of theout of state
that they may have life,
In the 2es to near 30, high
Frances Fenton
mbly, to decide what, if any,
day," is assisted by eight other licenses take considerable time and have it more abundantlia' years, George Ligon tel years,
Thursday in the 40s to low 50s.
action to take. The most discussMax Hole eleven years, Dr.
executive
committee
members.
for information and purchase and
Up
Man
Picked
Wind today southwesterly 10
high
completed
Min Fenton
ta C. Lowry twelve years, Joe
ed action is a "work stoppage,"
They are: Hugh Griffith, Hur- Harris said the suspension will
_
miles per hour, becoming norschool in ri years under the or strike.
Pat James and Rob Ray thirteen
ray freshman, business manag- start on February lir
V
afternoon.
CAMP MEETING
therly in the
years, Dr. H. B. Bailey, Jr. Ronnie Oakley was picked up independent • study program -at
The new •KEA move appears
er; Linda Brownfield, Murray
Kentucky residents are urged
Ind Joe Pat Ward fourteen years, by Deputy Sheriff Calton Morgan Saint Mary High School, Padu to leave the General Assembly
senior,
historiographer;
Ho
b
to buy their licenses at $12.50
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 355.7,
Camp 592 of the Woodmen ' Bethel Richardson fifteen years, on -Tuesday and is now in jail cah. She wail a member of the a way to
avert a strike by the
Shook, Louisville sophomore. each as on as possible to
up 02.
avoid the World will hold its regii-ri7-;lames D. Cltipton twenty years awaiting the arrival Of authori- Student Senate for two year)
state's school teachers. There
magazine
editor;
Tans
Shoe
Cox
Below dam, 314.11,. down 0.1.
the last minute rush. The clerk's meeting on Thursday, Februar.
class.
senior
Army.
her
Oakley
the
was
president
from
of
and Bryan Tolley twenty-nine ties
are 33,000 of them,
them with about
Barkley Lake, 2a. III. 355.7, Paducah senior, Gloria Edwards office is open from eight a.m. to 12, at seven p m. at the Woo
reported to be absent without and to-editor of the yearbooa
neakk„Tplley was given
Indlinapolii, Ind., senior Sand) five p.m.-Monday
KEA. A
to
belonging
000
-up 0-2.
through Satur• Hall..Refreslmtents *Bt.* -Serre • •
1f4WOOHM8PatIta
LaIV, MsWensaga, Team, - jun
-Ivouidlittualty ctine all
- Belay.,dain...323.3.-den 0.1.
attenian
g
mouth
day
Auring
of
Fe
.the
pieasea.upaiga
,
re‘
at
.
.Mtu
sesapter
-aia
New
Highway
silgina
121,
the
PlePAINI
191
10
,-0
111
ille
tar; and afelisl,d•Sfirk-Orteagopubtit
tdotodary ninths, 6:30; sunset 0:32.
members are urged to attend
Stat., and study pre-medicine
' •
senior, all committee coordinat ry.
PaN also recorlized Z. c Concord Road. •
,
schools.

Seen&Heard
Around
Mray

floes

a/-

Live Entertainment
Planned At Kenlake

ree Men Charged
ith Stealing Cow

Mrs. Odie Folwell
Succumbs Tuesday KEA Proposes

4 Cent Hike,
Cigarette Tax

is. Bertha Dixon
Dies At Hospital

Miss Frances Fenton
Selected To Appear
In Honor Edition

"Insight 1970" Set For March
2-4 At Murray State University

Sonny Tucker Arrested
By Sheriff's Deputies

1

Murray Lions Club Valentine
Party Held; Awards Presented

Sale Of Out Of State
Car Licenses Will Be
Suspended For Time

Lutheran Church To
Hold Special services

WEATHER REPORT

t

etstehtary!ind

-

•

f

4m. 4.414-44..-.614
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purchase homes with limited
down payments.
Such &ens guarantee a
portion of the mortgage, and
PUBLISHES by LEDGER & TIMES PuBLISIUNO COMPANY.
lenders accept this guarantee In
las.. Commildation of the Murray Ledger, The calloway Times. and
lieu of a portion of the down
The Tinses-Igeraid, October 20, 1928, and Use West Eseituelnan.
payment. This makes it possible
Jeausry 1. 1962.
:ISS N. 41k Street, Murray, Kentucky WW1
spokesman for a family to buy a house with
Foundation
the
now,
By DOROTHEA M. BROOKS
wait only 10 per cent cash down.
JAMES C.:WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
NEW YORK (UPI) - If suggests, it might be wise to
Icare
and
other
medical insee
months
to
more
answers
on
federal
a
few
it
out
questions
and
of
column
This
surance are deductible if you you've been house hunting if the fight against inflation
mine the right to mime any advertising. netters to the Miler.
office
of
the
U.S.
recently,
you've
probably
found
local
the
by
provided
is
tor
the
bat
matters
INDICTS FIVE
in
our
opinion.
are
not
itemize expenses on your reof Public Voice items which.
tax
out the hard way that there's works.
----- interest of our reactere
turn using Schedule A.
now,
Internal Revenue Service and is published as a public
buy
must
If you
Don't forget that medical more to finding a home these
HOT SPRINGS, Ark. (UPI).NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE yam= cxx. liii service to taxpayers. The column answers questions
perhaps you can downgrade
days
than
picking
the
house
that
insurance
premiums
are
hanA federal grand jury indicted
N.Y.,
Bldg.
Sew
Work
Madman Ave, Menseaus. Tenn.; Time & Life
families
he
Some
desires.
your
dled differently than other fits your tastes and your budget.
most frequently asked by taxpayers.
Stephenson Bldg., Iheroit, Mich.
homes five men Wednesday in last
medical expenses. One half of
Many middle income families said, are turning to mobile
their month's kidnaping of 15-yearanswer
to
these premiums up to a maxi- have been priced right out of the as a short term
Entered Daily at the Poet Office, Murray, Kentucky for
old Karen Vickers of Texarkamum of $150 may be deducted market as the cost of new and housing needs. For much less
the return, too, indicating
transmission as Second Class Matter
na, Ark, The teen-ager was held
@) My tax forms came all that he
without regard for the 3 per- existing houses has climbed
helped you with it.
than the cost of conventional 27 hours in a Texarkana, Tex.,
cent limitation generally imSUBSCIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 360, per right but my son's didn't even
Be sure the return you file
steadily.
now working fullhousing a family can live in its motel while five men waited for
posed on medical expenses.
month si.32. In Cauoway and adlouung counties, per year, WOO; though he is
has the pre-addressed label
The average new house price own fully furnished mobile her father to pay $40,000
time. What should he do?
The balance is included with
on it that came with your tax
Zones 1 & 1, 814-00; Ithewhere $16.00. ALL service suoscriptious
A) A tax forms package is form package. The top label
your other medical expenses. today is close to $30,000 and in house. These families he said, ransom. The ransom was not
•lhas Ontstaadnis (Avis sant et a Commaanay h the
mailed each year to everyone
Details on deducting medi- some big-city suburban areas it feel they can sell the mobile unit paid and the girl was released
can be lifted off the form it
lasegray et as Newspaper
who filed a return the previ- came on and put on another,
cal insurance premiums and may be pretty difficult to find a after the housing situation eases unharmed.
ous year. If your son filed last
other medical expenses can be house even at that price. In the and use that cash plus
if necessary. Double check the
year, he should have received
found on the back of Schedule past year of tight money, accumulated savings for a down
information on the label for
WEDNESDAY - FEBRUARY 11 1970
one by now. If not, he can obA.
housing starts have been cut payment on a more traditional
accuracy. Corrections may be
TRICIA BETTER
tain 1969 tax forms and inmade on the label itself.
drastically. Fewer and fewer home.
structions at a local IRS ofQ) Is interest from U.S. single family houses are being
families For
certain
fice, post office, or bank.
Savings Bonds taxable?
built. This is driving up the generally young families with
Q) Where should I send my
WASHINGTON (UPI) tax return?
A) Yea, this interest in- prices on existing houses - often limited cash reserves but with cia Nixon still is confined to
'ADGER
TIMES FILM
Q) I'm single but I do supcome is taxable and can either to an unrealistic level for the good monthly income and bright bed with the measles but is
A) Send it to the IRS servport my niece who lives with
be reported each year as it is value offered.
ice center for your district.
earnings prospects - there is feeling "very much better,"
me.
Can
I
file
as
head
of
houseearned or all at once when the
Even if you do find a house another possibility: private according to the White House.
An envelope addressed to the
Col, John 0. Pasco, Mrs. William Nall, Jr., Mrs. Joe E. Pace, hold?
bonds are redeemed or when in your price range, there's-the mortgage insurance.
service center was included in
A spokesman said the PresMrs. Joseph G. Fowler, and 14. 0. Wrather of Murray attend&
they mature. If you elect the obstacle of financing. Mortgage
A) If your niece qualifies all tax packages. If you have
This type of insurance, much ident's
is
daughter
a Red Cross Disaster Conference at Paducah.
older
yearly method of reporting', money is not easy to come by as
your
dependent,
you
may
misplaced
yours,
look
in
the
like the government-backed confined to a`darkened room at
Delta Omega has been accpeted oo the Manly College campus
you must continue with it on
1040
be
able
to
file
as
head
of
instructions
(page
1040and expensive when you do find FHA and VA mortgage the family's Key Biscayne,
as a local sorority, according to Dr. Ralph H. Woods, president. household.
all-future bond purchases tinCheck your 1040 1) for the address to use.
The A & P Store will open soon in its new location at 504 Maple instructions or details.
til you obtain permission from it; as high as 10 per cent in some insurance programs, makes it Fla., villa but her rash is
possible for home buyers to clearing up.
Street. The store was recently destroyed by fire.
the IRS to change the method area of the country.
Q) My son is in the Service
Even where federal or state
Campus Lights will be presented at Murray State College on
of
reporting.
@) If I seek outside help and last week he got his W-2
The interest from the sav- law limits the interest rate,
February 18, 19 and 20.
with my tax return, bow forms from a former emings bonds should be added to charging of "points" - a
ployer.
Does
he
have
to
file
a
should I go about it?
your interest incense" from percentage of the loan for
)000.
tax return?
.e.
"
>000
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Al Call your!local account>000
A) Yes, if his income was
line 18 of Form 1040. If the effective rate.t;
•
ing, legal or tax practitioner
7d, more often
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adLeaders of Homemakers -Clubs in the county heard a lessor-- —"guarantees'
on Schedule B. This schedule
ditional time to file his return.
should be attached to your particulaily hard on young
on "Posture" at the training meeting held yesterday.
refund
families who have had little
Taxpayers out of the counForm 1040.
Plans are set for the organization of a Parent-Teacher Associa2) be on guard if he sug- try have an automatic extenopportunity to build- up cash
*in at Almo High School.
• gests the refund be sion from April 16 to June 15
reserves or equity in a-house.
Q)
A
check
Inligh school basketball Murray won over Morganfieki 83 to 56.
I
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in
Desent to his address.
to file 1969 returns. If your
As the government has waged
cember
to
a
charity was not
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cashed until this January. a full-scale effort to combat
cord 44 to 22 and Lynn Grove won over Almo 49 to 36.
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until
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for every item on the return
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the
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more borrowers than available
1
money. Demands for business
for personal loans, and for
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poor brother.-Deuteronomy 15:7.
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--the problems, as
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Orpheus" ch has a very good dishes in London, adding "the you know only too well if you
By MURRAY J. BROWN
" 000000
steak but best of all a former British menus are best left to the have been in the market for a
",.n0000c
PI Travel Editor
0000
British."
house.
The
solutions?
concert
pianist
whose Chopin
NEW YORK (UPI) - For
0000
no
clear
cut,
easy
There
is
Topping
his
list
is
The
stuns anyone who has suffered
White
Americans traveling in foreign
„,„4-30
000
signs
the
answer. There are
restaurant pianists elsewhere." Tower at 1 Percy St.
lands and willing to try
"The food is Middle Eastern Federal Reserve soon may be
Callcott said his "biggest
something different at least
in bent, Greek at its finest and able to ease up on the policies of
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4:
disappointment was the fish."
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00
BEVERLY HILLS, CAL (UPI): The Fidelity Bank
once, there are adventures in
interest
in
system—it
pays
"Visions of luverly fresh fish exemplified by the great pots of monetary restraint being used in
savings
is trying a new
eating - unusual and exotic
after landlocked Geneva - but liver pate put out to start the the fight against inflation. The
advance to its depositors.
dishes never listed on the menus
Q0
000
Fidelity, a small three-branch Los Angeles area
not a piece iti-'sight," he said. feasting," hesaid.
n000
recent increase to 814 per cent oo
at home.
oo
loo
bank, announced the new savings plan in which the
Also outstanding are Ecu de on FHA and VA mortgage loans oo
"The sole is frozen, the salmon
o
5 per cent interest is paid at the time on deposit on
France on Jermyn St. and could improve the supply of oo
o
o
o
accounts to be kept in the bank at least two years
isn't bad but too coarse. The Mirabelle on Curzon St., both
o
0
funds in some areas.
I have eaten (gulped, perhaps,
and up to four years and 11 months.
o
only real fresh fish around is near Picadilly, "almost as
o
The general outlook is one of O
is the better word) roasted sheep
0
On a savings account • of 21900 to be kept on
called a pike-perch and tastes expensive as any expense
salamander
stew
cautious
optimism
for
at
least
Egypt,
eyes in
deposit for the nearlyifive-year term, for example, a
o
like it - not one or t'other."
account delight in New York but some improvement in the
customer would receive $245.83 at the time he
fl draw the lifie at bat soup and
It's a different story in with French chefs who make the
makes the deposit. On a deposit of $5000 he would
housing and mortgage markets
roast monkey) in Singapore, and London where the
"best spending worthwhile."
receive $1299.17 interest in advance.
later this year and in 1971 but,
whale blubber in Iceland.
bargain"
for
American
visitors
If
Spanish
foods
are
your
Should the customer withdraw his deposit before
for the immediate future, the
They may not sound very dining out is fresh fish,
00
0
dish, Growald recommended picture remains grim.
the time specified, the interest already paid would
inviting but each was a new taste according to another veteran
00.
Hispanola, on a ship tied up in
be subtracted from the principal with the amount
experience and certainly a UPI correspondent, Richard H.
, 00 kW
.
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determined by how long it had remained in the bank.
,
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the Thames near Charing Cross
M
Recommendations
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change in my usual diet.
Crowell
subway station, and Martinez,
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Still,
the
experts
say,
The better hotels and
0
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Growald, now based in near Piccadilly.
likir
05 "
0
homeowners and prospective 00
restaurants on the beaten tourist London, has worked, lived and
Perhaps the best Indian
generally
track around the world
IIKEI
visited in scores of countries in restaurant in London, according buyers can take steps to help
Rellnalli co um es no lino Earal
themselves.
offer guests a selection between Europe, Asia and elsewhere and
Nunn —cie mu 0
- MEM
°°
3anishid's on
00 1111.31111-00
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A spokesman for the 00
native specialties and has earned the reputation of a to &rowan,'
• uNIVEREAt PICTURE TECHNICER ORR
Glendower
St.,
near
the
South
Foundation for Full Service
American-type food. Butstea k food expert.
Kensington tube station. And Banks advises homeowners whd
roast - beef and hamburgers are
"This is an island and out of
WASHINGTON (UPI): The Nixon Administration,
available at home so why not try the cursing at Billingsgate Fish it's Islow's often called the are looking ...for a new house
which has liberalized trade and resumed talks with
Lindy's of London, for East
space
the kite! dishes?
Market each morning comes European and non-kosher because they-need extra
mainland China, remains adamantly opposed to
differ,
that
selling
now
may
not
be
the
Individual
tastes
some of the finest seafood we Jewish dishes.
admission of the. Communist giant to the United
answer. You could find that sale
naturally, and sometimes you have ever
Nations.
eaten," Growald
Tiberio at 22 Queen St. serves "profits" (as high as these might
will be delighted and sometimes
President Nixon, as did Presidents Lyndon B.
reported in another letter as good food as many of the
seem) plus savings still might not
you will be disappointed.
Johnson and John F. Kennedy, has asked Congress
recently.
higher-priced Italian ristaurants provide quite enough for a down
Take the experience of John
to adopt a resolution backing the stand.
"It is almost impossible to gel and Mr. Chow at 151
In small type at the end of the budget requests
-A. Callcott, longtime UPI bureau
payment on a larger, much more
anything but great fish at any of Knightsbridge has probably the
for the State Department, the Administration made
manager in Geneva, during a
expensive house, quite probably
the
Wheeler's
Restaurants
its annual suggestion for the resolution.
best Chinese food.
recent assignment in Helsinki.
with a much more expensive
(which operate under earious
It would read, as it has every year since 1953,
. And if you yearn for a good mortgage.
In a letteerecounting some of
tames).
Perhaps
the
best
and old American-type hamburger,
"It is the sense of the Congress that the CommuIn many cases, he advises, it
the aspects of life for the visitor
handiest is the Vendome in Growald says the finest in
nist Chinese government should not be admitted
may be wiser to make
the Finnish capital, Callcott
to
to membenthip in the United Nations as the repDover St., two minutes walk Europe are at Trader Vic's in the
improvements to the present
--found reindeer meat is "tiresome north of
resentative of Chilli."
Piccadilly Circus. It London Hilton Hotel.
home. He says ;you should have
and does not-pemiit resifts; offers two dozen
varieties of sole
nights."
an easier time getting a short
fit for even the royal table."
term home improvement loan
"Prices are outrageous at the
Growald didiald the visitor TEST CONDUCTED
than you would a long term
best restaurants, which IN
can sample superb French,
mortgage on a new house.
spotlessly clean (as is everything
Italian, Spanish, Indo-Pakistani,
(UPI)
Nev.
YUCCA
FLAT,
It is possible still to find
else here), but mediocre when
Chinese,
Greek and German The fourth underground nuclear existing
houses with a low cost
compared to those in Geneva'
tan this year was conducted mortgage that can be assumed.
Callout wrote. "There Seems to
Thursday at the Nevada test The problems here, of course, is
be a standard sauce made of
site by the Atomic Energy that a considerable cash
ground mushrooms, lemon juice
commission.
investment may be necessary to
and flour (?) which goes with Hz United Press International
The low-intermediate yield cover the present owner's equity
everything.
START SINGING!
the second in two days, in the house, and the house may
Today is Wednesday Feb. 11 test,
The Jake Hess Gospel. Show 6:30 AM
"But there are bright spots.
energy,ecpdvalent of be overpriced because, of the
released
Old Time Singing Convenfon 1205 PM
One, undoubtedly the best in the 42nd day of 1970 with 323 to
,000 tons of favorablelnortgage.
from 20,000 to
I
town, is the Chinese restaurant follow.
iC
said no
The
TNT.
It is possible, too, of course,
The moon is in its new phase.
Tom' (there also is a Spanish
leaked
Into the to finance a down payment with
KEEP WATCHING!
stars are radiation
morning
The
and "Hungarian" restaurant
atmosphere.
a second mortgage. This,
The Big Show 4:00 PM
downstairs, the latter serving an Mercury and Jigiiter.
however, should be done
"The Great Sioux Massacre'
The evening stars are Saturn,
admirable pickled herring but
south Vietnamese planes staged generally only in special
Joseph Cotten, Philip Carey
again one can only eat so Much Mars and Venus.
_ .0
the first bombing raids on circumstances and - always with
herring)."
On this thy in history:
1937 General Motors siorth Vietnam in retaliation for the Most careeil consideration
In
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By United Press International St. John's.
always been my ambition," Key conBy DICK FENLON
Murphy Scoring Spurt
fessed.
Murphy, after a slow start,
Tenth-ranked Drake was upSomething He Rid to Learn
STARKVILLE, Miss. - Until Stan
set in its quest for a 19th. contributed seven points during
Key came along, Paul (Junior) Dailey
straight victory, but there Niagara's 12-point burst which
Although he is only 6 feet 3, Key was
was the biggest basketball name that
apparently is no steeping All- brought the Purple Eagles from
the big man at height-shy Calloway
ever had.
500)
(population
Ky.
Hazel,
A merica candidates Rick behind In the final nine minutes
County. As a freshman at UK he easily
Dailey, who did his dribbling and
made the transition from forward to
Mount, Austin Carr and Calvin for a 76-65 victory over
shooting At Middle Tennessee State, no
guard, becoming the team's playmaker
Fairfield.
doubt did not mind relinquishing the
Murphy.
and averaging 12 points.
honor since young Key, a sophomore
Mount poured in 41 points, In other action involving
Rick Barry was at his beet
Now, as a varsity guard, he is earning
berth at guard
starting
a
earned
has
who
set
Iowa
No,
11
teams,
ranked
Murphy,
and
Carr scored 33
night and the Washingof Kentucky, is his
a reputation as a defensive player, which
Tuesday
University
the
at
its
on
mark
scoring
school
with a 22-point second half, a
is something new.
nephew.
ton Caps took advantage of ft
By JOHN JEANSONNE
finished with 25 to lead their way to a 119.100 victory over
the
muscled
"I didn't play any defense at all in
redhead,
over
victory
20-year-old
a
137-123
a
Key,
for
UPI Sports Writer
teams to victories Tuesday Wisconsin and No. 18 Florida
high school," Key said. "I was always
starting lineup by doing a nifty
the
into
Stars.
Angeles
os
State outgunned Florida Southunder the basket and we used a zone.
eight.
relief job in Kentucky's 84-83 victory
NEW YORK (UPI).- Stephen
over Auburn last Monday. He played 2.4
Drake, meanwhile, fell apart ern 98-74 for its ninth straight Growth being the trend these
Barry scored a persooal F. Austin remains in first p
year I wasn't good either. But I
Last
minutes before fouling out in Kentucky's
In the second overtime and was win,
days in the National Basketball season-high of 36 points to lead among the nation's small
worked especially hard at it because I
SaturOxford
at
Miss
Old
of
rout
with
120-85
Ass/Irwin!, the Los Angeles the Caps to their third straight college basketball teams, but
knew I'd have to play defense to play at
beaten by North Texas State 93- Gary Lusk's free throw
day night.
broke the Lakers subjected themselves to
all at Kentucky."
81 after the game was tied 69-69 1:11 remaining
and their fifth in their despite a pair of easy victories
victory
and the end of regulation play previous Iowa record of 116, set a mind-expanding experience la.st seven games, lifting them last week the Lumberjacks
Living Room Menace
and 75-75 after the ftrst last season against Wisconsin, Tuesday night.
With Auburn's John Mengelt expertly
above the .500 mark at 27-26. were not a unanimous choice by
and the biggest contributors to
Basketball has always been a family
The Lakers, struggling to
overtime.
slicing up UK last Monday, coach Adolph
board.
rating
the
coaches'
affair for the Keys.
Rupp sent Key in early with one instrucGuard Ron Taylor and center
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I'm not so sure
he did slow the talented Auburn scorer
lead North Texas State while Florida State, in winning its over the Baltimore Bullets at baskets in the fourth period get all but two of the first-place
teams. They said she could beat
any
on
defeats
two
before fouling out midway in the second
halftime, but it turned out to be when the Stars pulled within votes and 309 points. The other
Bobby Jones paced Drake,with 19th game against
all the boys at horse and 21 and games
half. Just as important, he added five
two points at 111-109 with 6:45 first-place ballots went to
like that."
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Back when the weather wos better, everybody was
Better At Short Game
inviting you to ceree in ond test drive their; new whatNo less an authority than
ever*.
Fred Corcoran agrees with
But now that the weather isn't so hot land a test drive
Shirley.
is
o test), the invitations have dropped off sharply.
really
who's
"There's no question
maybe you can spore a little time to try out the
Nt3w
putting,"
better pitching and
new Volkswagen.
says Corcoran, founder of the
Not right this minute. Wait fore nice lousy day. The
El
LPGA, former director of the
.5awe
iii
next time it's snowing or slushing or something like that,
men's PGA and now tourdrive down to. your Volkswagen dealer. (If you can
nament director of the Internamake it in your cad
tional Golf Association. "Put
He'll be happy to take you out ond show you how a
three of the women golfers
Volkswagen workswhen hardly anything else does.
against any three men and I'll
How the weight of the motor on the rear wheels
take the women. You never hear
the VW dig in and go, in the snow or the mud,or
makes
than
more
taking
of a woman
even on ice.
30-32 Putts a round. Arnold
LEFT OUR
As you pass oil the stranded cars that passed their
Palmer took 34 the other day,
•C ELL:AR DOOR
test drives in balmier days,he'll tell you about the VW's
That's not good."
other cold-weather comforts.
OPEN -IN THIS
Twenty years ago Corcoran
The air-cooled motor. It doesn't freeze over, so it
took six women pros- Babe
PREEZING
doesn't need anti-freeze or o winter thermostat.
Zaharias, Betty Jameson, Patty
,WEATHER?
(
And if you have to leave the car out on a cold wet
Berg, Betsy Rawls, Peggy Kirk
night, it's got four coats of point and a sealed bottom to
and Betty Bush- across the
keep it cozy.
Atlantic to play the six best
it the worst
You've even got on edg* with a VW
women golfers in Britain,
•-•
happens and you-get stuck.
good are they?"
"How
Whot could be easier to push;
Leonard Crawley, a the-time
British Walker Cupper, wanted
-to know.
A match between the U.S.
women and six of Britain's top
men amateurs, including Craw- -800- Chertnut ----Nborar,/CirmultIcr-voiodeor
•
ley,-1/111 arranged.'Craivley told
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by Charles M. Schulz

Peanuts.
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Pick the right day to test drive
a Volkswagen and
you'll have the road to yourself.
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Farley-Garvin Vows Are Read
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MURRAY. KENTUCKY

Murray Assembly
Rainbow For Girls
Has Regular Meet

Wednesday, February 11
The Hiumah Circle of the
Murray Assembly No, 19 OrdFirst- United Methodist Ch
er of the Rainbow for Girls
home
at
the
will
meet
wsCe
held its regular meeting on Tuuf Mrs. Norris Gorretl, 1707 Auesday, February 3, at seven
dubon Drive, at 7:30 p. in.
O'clock in the evening at the
• ••
Masonic Hall.
The Lynn Grove HomemakMiss Lynn Watson, past worthome
at
the
meet
will
Club
ers
BROWNS GROVE CLUB
hy advisor, presided in the absenof Mrs. Tommy Miller at one
MEETS WITH MRS.
ce of the worthy advisor, Miss
P
FRED HARRISON
•
•••
Teresa McCord, who was ill.
The minutes were read by Miss
By WILLIAM SUNDERLAND
Browns Grove Homemakers
The New Concord HomemakPatricia Evans, recorder.
Dr, C. Courtney Wederburn, met in the home of Mrs. Fred
United Press International
ers Club will meet at the home
Plans were started for the
ector of the Dallas, Tex.., Harrison in January for their
of Mrs. John Wells at one p.
•••
reception to be held in honor of
tanned Parenthood, Inc., said regular meeting. A very
Despite Senate testimony
the grand worthy advisor, Miss
The Wesleyan Circle of the
ens than 1 per cent of the Mermen; devotional lesson was
possible harmful side effects
Methodist
Church
First
United
Rosetta
Robertson, The tentative
8,700 women in his organization pven by Mrs. Mae Harris. The
the pill, the sound and fury
Mrs. J. P. Murphy
WSCS will meet with Mrs. R. Y.
date of Saturday, April 25, was
given pp the pill because of title of the devotional was "Our
apparently caused Mlle moveNorthen, 1111 Circarama Drive,
set for the reception.
testimony. In Philadelphia, a Hands" and the poem was "The
ment yet among American
at 730 p. a.
Members named to the plannesman fur the Planned Pare- leme For Prayer.'
women to other methods of
•
•
•
Roll call was given by Mts.
ing committee were Teresa Mc-.
birth control. Their gynecolo- thood Association there said
The Ruth Wilson Circle of
Cord, worthy advisor, Barbie
gists don't seem especially "only about eight" of its several Robert Adams, secretary, with
the First United Methodist
Keel, Patricia Evans, Marilyn
d women using the pill ten members answering to — "If
apprehensive, either.
you
could
go
anywhere
in
the
Church WSCS will most with
asked for a switch to other
Lasater, Joyce Winchester, BetIn many cases, statements
world,
where would you like to
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh* Ross of Mrs. Z. C. Enix, Kingswood
sy Riley, and Lynn Watson, all
are conflicting. For example, a vices since the Senate hearinBenton Route One announce the Drive, at 7:30 p. in.
past worthy advisors.
f e w gynecologists reported
Mrs. Euroll Andrus gave the marriage of their only daught- The Arts and Crafts Club
Doctors Not Worried
A committee was appointed to
mass defections from the pill,
lesson on landscaping. Family
while a much larger majority Gynecologists around the oat- Notes were presented by Mrs. er, Wanda Fay, to James Pat- will meet with Mrs. A. IL Thoselect favors for one of the ban803
She-Wa
mas,
Circle,
at
249
rick Muiphy, son of Mr. and
quets at Grand Assembly. Memsaid there has been a minimum ion did not appear worried. The Alma Harrison.
Mrs. C. A. Murphy of Gastonia, 9-a.
bers are Barbie Keel, Pam Pasof fuss among their patients, poll showed general manimity
•••
Mrs. Fred Harrison gave very I North Oszolicia.
chall,
and Patricia Evans.
with a relatively small number among them on these point= ably a leason on how to present
Harris
Grove RetamilleBer. C. C. Brasher, Jr., per. The
deciding to quit oral contracep- —A number of women have a good and informative lesson
Members present for the meeters Club will meet wilk
lisemed
the
ceremony
et
the
tives.
ing were Lynn Watson, Barbie
Asked their doctor whether they using charts and demonstrating
I. B. Essishssys at we p.
Zion Miesionary
Keel, Linda George, Nita Atkins,
Family *inning ethics gee ethould continue using the pill. three types of lessons.
•e
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eat
Fiy,
January
Patricia Evans, Betsy Riley,
nerally said only a few women Generally the doctors told them
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The mow ii&s. Murphy is
Barbara Sledd, Janet Newberry,
have give' up the pill.
to continue as long as they were enjoyed by Mrs. hater McNeely sophomore at
Club will meet at the Holiday
A UPI sampling of some 50 Mt suffering side effects and so directing the social period. Mrs. University. The Murray State Inn at tan I. na.
Linda Showman, Denise Kalbergroom
is
Dery
•••
a, Vickie Kalberer, Angela Bea•
women from all areas of the long as they continued regular Howard Paschall, Mrs. Mae Mg with the U. S. Army and
ne, Irene Futrell, Paula Cook,
codhaental Unit ed States medical atiaeckups, usually every Morris, and Mrs. Robert Adams presently stationed at F or
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won the prizes:
Lena Robertson, Pam Paschall,
shoved 19.5 per cent of those six monthe.
The South Murray HomemakDelicious refreshments were Campbell •••
Cindy Welch, Donna Knight, Lisa
polled have decided to quit —Some women have decided
ers Club will meet at the home
of Mrs. S. C. Colson, 1817 Ryan
Morris, and Christine McCuise
niece its possibly to switch to interuterine devices served by the hostess, assisted by
taking am
Avenue, at 10:30 a. in
ton.
boned die directs were given (IUD) and women asking for guid- Mrs. Robert Wright.
----will
The club adjourned and
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Adults present were Mrs. Franational poliicity in recent since in birth control methods
Let your electric bleftder
The Dexter Homemakers
nces Churchill, mother advisor,
Senate subcommittee hearings, have opted to use IUD rather meet with Mrs. Hurshel Burton clean itself when yeessareeins
Aerie
James
Keith
Garvin
on February 17 at-1..nn fer1^01,
A similar Gallup poll for than the pill.
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Legaiok to memo Keith
imony. Most said harmful sida- Irmo-ring
asked had quit the pill.
-the -machine--oise 1•6r
The ma(me Bawd asur.
--iWth. son of Mr. and Mrs. Cliarke J. itervin of Fort Wayne, The next meeting will be held
effects have been studied fur door carpeting before
Linked to Disease
on Tuesday, February 17, at seyseconds. Rinse and dry.
they
have
laden&
ch WKS will meet at the churTestimony before the subcom- some time and they have decided dried and set.
en p.m. at the Masonic Hall. An
The
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was
solemnized
at
the
e
St.
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Catholic
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tit
1:30
p.
m.
with
Mrs.
mittee headed by Sen. Gaylord the good effects of oral contracinitiation will be held.
ch,
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Nelson, D-Wis., linked the use eptives outweigh possible side
Charles Ganardot performing the ceremony.
the „program.
of the pill to an increased effects. However, regular checkThe bride is a graduate of Calloway County High School and groom, wore a soft green silk '
•
•
•
doctors
some
necessary,
ups
are
incidence of blood clotting, high
is a former employee of the Ledger & Times. She is now employ- sleeveless dress with matching
The
Hazel
Elementary
School
othmonths
and
three
every
brOod pressure, strokes, kidney say
coat. Her corsage was of moss
PTA will meet at the aehool at ed by NAPA at Fort Wayne, Ind.
disease, pulmonary embolism, ers every six months. Most make
The groom is employed by Cummins Diesel of Indianapolis. green cymbidiums.
seven p. in. The executive board
these checkups necessary by givcancer and heart disease.
He is now serving four months of active duty with the National
• I meet at 6:30 p. tn.
Mrs. Clifton Brooks, EvansAlthough doctors said most of ing prescriptions for pills only
Guard at Fort Leonard Wood, Mo.
• ••
ville, paternal grandmother of
what was claimed before thi forslx months at a time.
Their residence is now at 120 Harris Road, Fort Wayne, Ind. the groom, wore an aqua twoThe Cumberland Presbyter.
subcommittee was general Women who quit the pill should
Women
of
the
North
Pleaspiece wool drtes with a white
monthly
knowledge, one new report do so at the end of their
ant Grove Church will meet
cymbidium corsage.
came An Dr. Victor Wynn of cycle and not in the middle of
' h Mrs. Wells Purdom, Jr., at
Mrs. Earl Lambert, Evansthe University of London said a their cycle. Stopping suddenly
en p. in. with Mrs. Merritt
ville, paternal grandmother of
report soon to be published can lead to bleeding which, alson as leader.
the groom, wore a dress of blue
showed a "significant" increase though not necessarily harm•••
and a white cymbidium corsage.
In coronary disease among ful, might frighten the women.
The bride's parents were
The Sunnyside Homemakers
British women under 45 on the — Husbands have taken a more
Club will meet with Mrs. MicFULTON, Ky.,
—Satur- rgses. Her bouquet was a cas- hosts to the wedding reception
pill. Wynn also said the study. active interest in whether their
er Immediately following the cerekey Cherry at eleven a. a.
day, Jan. 31 at five o'clock in cade-se, white tatedeni
shelled 15 per cent of the wives use the pill or not and a
•••
lque 'bony in the dating room of the
the afternoon, in the emcee:try only jewelry was an
women developed a type of number have called doctors to
Tau Phi Lambda sorority will, of First United Methodist pendant, gift from the groom.
church.
chemical diabetes, which consult with them on whether
meet with Mrs. Loretta Jobs at Church, Miss Margaret Brady
M and Mrs. Omar entermakes sufferers more suscepti- their wives should continue to
maid of honor was Miss
The
By Abigail Van Buren
five p. in.
tained members of the wedding
Omar
and
Steven
Brooks
LamBridesFulton.
use oral contraceptives.
of
Cash
ble to heart attacks
Sandra
•••
bert were united in marriage.
Barbara Lam- party and out-of-town guests at
government
any
Whether
The Weitside Homemakers The Rev. George M. Comes per- maids were Miss
DEAR ABBY: I have a vt unusual problem: my
Evans- a wedding supper at Holiday
groom.
the
sister
of
bert,
action will be taken against the
mother-in-law loves me! My hus nd, my child, and I are Club will meet with Mrs. Bud- formed the double- ring cere- vale, Miss Jane McDonald, Ca- Inn, following the reception. Co.
pill remains in the hands of the
dy
Anderson
at
12:30
p.
constantly showered with unnecessary and unsolicited gifts,
mony.
diz, Miss Debety Mathis, Bard- hosts for the event were Mr.
Food and Drug Administraticn
•••
barraged by two or three phone calls each day, given helpful
Miss Omar is the daughter of well, and Miss Susan Tesseneer, and Mrs. Thomas Mahan and
(FDA). As a result of the
The Welcome Wagon New.
Miss Helen King. About 50
but unsolicited suggestions, advice, etc.
nearing. the 1. hA has sent a
comers Club will meet at the Mr. and Mrs. George Morgan Murray. Miss Melanie Laird, guests attended.
Mrs.
Ron
and
Mr.
daughter
of
Omar
of
Fulton
and
It
has
been
difficult
to
accept
her
"love
offerings"
Mr.
Lamlettey to some 381,000 doctors
Community Center at 7:30 p.
BROOKLYN — At the preAfterwards, t h e newlyweds
•••
bert is the son of Mr. tied Mrs. Laird of Fulton was flower girl.
graciously since I feel that both my in-laws unconsciously
urging them to make clear the sent rate of decline in the
The attendants wore identical left for a short wedding trip.
possible dangers of the pill to total number of obstetricians,
want my husband and me to be indebted to them forever.
Grove 126 WOW will meet at Kenneth Lee Lambert of Evanslevy will be at home at 1608their patients. It also has called obsterician's services will be
We both have high-paying jobs and are financially the Woman's Club House at ville, Ind. The bride is a niece A-line floor-length gowns fash- E, Apt. No. 3, College Farm
ioned by the bride's mother.
of
Dr.
Glen
B.
Donoho
Sr.
of
6:30
p.
in.
back into session a special unavailable by 1980 in some
independent, but ray husband is still so emotionally attached
•••
Miss Cash and the brides- Road, Murray.
Paducah. The choir loft was
panel of expert advisers on the 40% of births, according to
to his mother that he asks her to Make his dental
Dr.
Louis
Hellman
of
draped
in
maids
earned topiary bouquets tweed suit. Each mother wore
Kings
greenery
with
white
The
Hazel
Woman's
Club
had
will
pill that in the past
appointments for him.
meet at the club room at se- tapers. The altar was flanked of leather leaf fern and pearecommended some changes in County Hospital Center.
When we had out first child the gift giving situation ven p. a.
The services of midwives,
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NEW YORK (UFO—A shift
In monetary policy, when it
comes, is likely to be moderate
and gradual in comparison with
the decisive reversal of 196647,
Standard & Poor's observes,. A
warn initial response by the
sto& marked likewise will not
develop into a rummy market
advance, "and there should be
ample oppOrtunity br reestablishing investment positions on an aggressive basis
after the fact," the arm adds.
Meanwhile, a broad sideways
market brination is most
likely.
--To make many at this point,
an investor should concentrate
on surviving and preserving
capital, even if this involves
selling stocks at a loss, the
Dines Letters notes. The "redhot, go-go fonds of the 19606 are
now being wrung out," the arm
says, and their panic selling is
leading to catastrophic declines
in individual docks. The wise
investor will put stops under
most of his holdings * limit
losses and ensure cash with
which to boy at the markd's
bottom, the inalyst lays.
One rule of the market is that
"the degree to *doh =dons,
unhappy or imps/lent holders
can be shaken out of a
bottoming stock has a direct
bearing_upok_bow itigh_ it may
0Te subsequiOnY." TbOillb
-this-le-we"more violent boll-bear- conRids," It is a time ler- quiet
• buying of an increasing number
of Issues, "picking up loose
pieces as the general market
churns," the arm says.

Biblical photo exhibition
NEW YORK (UPI)-A photo
exhibition titled "The Bible:
History and Culture of a People,"
will tour cities throughout the
United States following its shown* at New York's Hallmark
•Piillery through March 5.
The exhibition covers Jewish
history from Abraham to the
Maccabees, with text from the
Old Testament. Award-winning
photographer Eric Leasing spent
months in Israel and visited mu...tom &twit London to Turkey
making the exhibit, which includes illustrations of the
Exodus, the ty of David and
Bathsheba, Kingolomon,David
and Goliath, the rophets and
other subjects.
\,

MEATS

-7-- U.S. Choice

'CHUCK ROAST

DIXIE BELLE

( Center Cut

1-Lb. Bea

First Cut

lb. 59'

490
POT
ROAST
79

23
°

Lean Boneless

lb.

lb.

STOKELY'S

Round
bone
Shoulder

Lean
Boneless
Beef

Fresh
EEN'ONIONS _ ____

Kraft

STEW

II oz

FRENCH DRESSING
.250

I Bunch.'

e tid
S
hi
Ne ffif

—

— 1-1b. bag

Fresh Crisp

CELERY

Large Stalk

150
Bush's Chopped

HUNTS
YELLOW
CLING

VEGETABLE
SHORTENING

Field Worthmore

SNOWDRIFT

Large # 21 Can

3-LB. CAN

12 oz. Stack Pack

BACON

_

Armour All-Meat

WIENERS

* * *

Three 'firsts'
WOODSTOCK, Vi (1.41)The 'site of the first ski tow' in
the United States in 1934,
Woodstock also has other
"firsts'"going for it.
The first new village inn to be
built in the New Wand area in
two generations has been completed-the I03-room Woodstock
Inn, a haven for wintertime
skiers and summertime golfers.
The village also is the site of the
first wooden covered bridge built
in New England since 1889.
Completed last year, it spans
the Ottauquechee River across
the village green from the new
Inn.
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Crackers

Peel
the

THE LEDGER & TIMES

1- can
"

for 39r
2 cane

- GUT GREEN BEANS _
(
FRUIT PIES
. FRENCH FRIES
2-1b. 29°
POT PIES
2 F°. 39'
Frosty
sBAiri o'kftRA _ _ 2 F°. 49
'. Morton - Peach, Apple and Cherry

Garden Delight

bag

Morton - Chicken, Be.?, Turkey

— KREY —

VIENNA
SAUSAGE
4-oz. can

NO IMMUNITY FOR SOVIET
WASHINGTON (UPI) — The
State Department has rejected
Soviet claims of diplomatic
Immunity for a Russian arrested in Seattle, Wash., and
charged with espionage.
Aleksander V.' Tikhomirov,
37, a Soviet citizen employed as
a translator by the United
Nations, was arrested Saturday
for allegedly trying to buy U.S.
defense secrets from an Air
For gip sergeant.
Tathomfrov was held in lieu
of $100,000 bond until a
preliminary hearing Wednesday.

cAnrs 49e
FOLGER'S

COFFEE
1 -lb. tin

DELMONTE CUT

GREEN
BEANS

19

I4-oz, can

egirs 49e

JAPAN, ROCKET DELAYED
UCHINOURA, Japan (UPI).Because of unfavorable weather, Japanese scientists -.postponed for another 24 hours
today's scheduled Stanching of
an 84-pound earth satellite.
Blast-off originally had been
scheduled for Sunday.
—

29d
PINTO
GfEAT 1101114 — — can

YELLOW SOLID
cans
for

HUKS ATTACK VOA
Communist
MA NILA (
Huk terrorists Monday killed
four Filipinos assigned to guard
a Voice of America transmitter
facility In Tarlac province, 60
miles north of Manila.
The guards were part id
attachment assigned to
security detail around th
transmitter the United States
ten-1044mm Ritirelle6e$111ff
.knthitub •
S
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Daybook of Lurk'."
1 0crAIREPINTIA110

Aryl,* Of Lifi

al in a series for home and school
IL scrapbooks on American historical figures and events.
The New-England Psalm-Singer, or American Chorister, printed at Boston in 1770, for
William Billings, is regarded as the first
original and influential music
published in
English in America.
It was distinguished from the prevalent
1.6 Id Bay Psalm Book by having
musical arangernents. The latter was issued without
tunes, leaving choice of psalmody
to
congregations. Psalm -singing was a con-

No.

Year-round
pottedplants
NEW YORK (UPI) - Potted
plants will be more flowery than
ever in the 19706.
Professional growers haN e
perfected hardy, long-lasting
chrysanthemums and azaleas,
which formerly were available
either in fall or spring, according
to the Potted Plant Information
Center.
Growers in such northern
states as Ohio, Pennsylvania,
Michigan, New York, Illinois and
Wisconsin now rank with such
leading
southern
mum -producing states as
California, Florida and Texas in
making clay-potted mums
available for indoor or outdoor
use at any time of the year.
Each year homemakers and
container gardeners now buy
more than 17 million mums
plants in porous red clay pots,
which safeguard plant health and
"keeping" qualities. Sale of
year-round azaleas are also
growing steadily.
Development of low-growing
"compact" plants in both
varieties has helped make them
year-round favorites among
house plant collectors. •
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Brazil- Gea. Emllio GarrasBritish missile frigates for
Regular Price $1 49 _
ASPIRIN
tazu Medi,c1, 64, is known to be
Argentina, French supersonic power in a 1913 coup.
6 oz. ".
Washington, also proviced disciplined,' orderly, national*
jet fighters for Par; West
tic, a career military man' of
ARRID EXTRA
German mine sweepers for
few words. he has promised to
DRY DEODORANT
Brazil.
return Brazil to democracy in
"Fight Colds & Flu"
European arms dealers are
Regular price $1.29
19'74, but his economic and
BAYER ASPIRIN
selling their wares to Latin
social programs have-yet to be
Arnfiriat in increasing quanti100's Regular Price 986
revealed.
ties and they have the United
42's
Panama- When
they
say
States to thank.
64 oz.
"Panama's man" there is no
The U.S. reluctance to sell
BUENOS AIRES (UPI)--, - doubt they are talking abed
advanced weapons south of the Imagine West
Point cadets Omar Torrips Herrera, the 41border along with Latin fears of marching on Washington
, D C, year-old general who led the
Regular Price 994
American strings attached to storming
the White House and national guard in a coup d'etat
Regular
Price
arms purchases have opened putting in a provisional
98i
govern. on Oct. 11, 1968. Most observers
the door for Europeans to move meat.
expetted title changes la
in and set up shop.
In the United States the Panama' with his gevernMent.
Argentina is a case in point. expression of
such an idea
Aigentina- There were those
The army decided in the mid- would bring raucous
laughter. who said that retired cavalry
1960's it was time to replace It doesn't in Latin
General Juan Carlos Ongania,
America.
some of its 200 American-built
The threat of a coup d'etat
now '55, would not last sit
Sherman tanks of World Wu II ever present in Latin
AMerid. months when he came to power
vintage.
Since 1930 there have been 41 of as a political unknown in a
The generals handed Wash- them.
coup d'etat in 1966. He has
ington a shopping list for 60
The tradition 'of the military made his prime goals moderato.*
M41 Walker Bulldogs, but were seizing
power is an old one in lag the nation, stoppiag baize
turned down because of the Latin America, dating
back to lion, and rooting out CommuU.S. reaction to the 1966 the wars
for independence from nists.
military coup *itch brought Spain that began in 1810. Once
300 Can
Paraguay - - Gen. Alfredo
President Juan Carlos Ongania away from the mother country, Stroessner
, 57, came to power
to power.
Latin America was poorly in a coup d'etat in 1964.
The army eventually wound prepared for independence.
Accused of oppression, Stroessim filling the order with French
Tbere were no legislatures, ner's government, officially a
303 Can
AlfX1.2 tanks under a contract judicial systems, or institution. democracy
;
, took on a more
which provides for partial for
republican
govenunent. bonanizing image It 1968 when
manufacture in Argentina. The These had to
be started from three opposition parties were I
first of the tanks began scratch, and once
built th allowed to field candidates in
arriving at Buenos Aires in proved to be fragile.
the presidential elections.
1969.
Anarchy and chaos engulfed Stroessner beat them handily,
U.S. arms policy since the many of the Latin
American Since then
renewed press
•
early '60's- emmciated in a nations in the 19th centuryk
censorship and disputes with
hodgepodge of 15 congressional There were more
1#
Can
thee 115 the
Catholic
Church
over
15 oz. Can
am endm eats- has
aimed at "successful" revolutioos bin charges
of police brutality have
avoiding an arms race by tween 1810 and
the beginning of once
again
tarnished
the
keeping "sophisticated" wee. World War I.
government's image.
pons out of developing countries
Power tended to gravitate
(Limit 6)
important to toward military or
except
when
semiAmerica's security.
Air route extremes
military chieftains,
Particularly annoying to the
OSLO, Norway (UPI)-The
Simon Bolivar, liberator of
generals is a U.S. ban on Venezuela, Colombia, Ecuador, 'ealidinaviati Airlines System
10
IOC
selling arms to military re- and Bolivia, saw what
was (SAS) flies the shortest intergimes- which govern 60 per coming
national
route
air
and
in
Itie
urged straw,
cent of the people in Latin centralized
government for between Malmoe, Sweden, and
A m erica- unto, "important" Latin America and a giadeal Gopesiliagen, Deanna*, a
to the security of the United approach to democracy.
lance elf/ 5.5 miles.
States.
"As long as our patriots do
The compeny alio flies one
expenditur
es not acquire the political
Total defense
t routes in the
talents of the I
Prices Effective February 11th, 1970 Through February 24th, 1970
south of the border rose from of our brothers up north(nit world,
the
,"
$1.73 billion in 1961 to $2.14 United States), perely popular Copenhagen and Loa brtween
Angeles,
billion in 1968. The major systems, far from being favora- C
been
has
policy
impact of U.S.
ble, will be our ruin," Bolivar
to drive Latin buyers away wrote in 1815.
from American arms makers
Many
generals in Latin Double Fourth
PROVIDENCE, R.I. (UPI) right over to Europeans.
America today would agree
U.S. commercial arms sales wholeheartedly with Bolivar, Rhode ,leiseders celebrate
to Latin America since 1962 and they consider the military !Weyerridge,Day LW ice a year.
have amounted to only $54 as the only institution which May 4 bid July 4 The state wa;
million conapared to sales by can lead their nations to bigger the ilrsi to declare, -its
other countries, notably Eu- and better things
den!ndeneed4,CL•41Likma,19(.1111M.
Y 4 tql64.
anarchy.
Lot% -717
rope" of 215.$ million.
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LADIES SCARVES
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ROYAL SHAMPOO

630

67c
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Solid Color

One Gra
GIRL
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Slip(

1 Group
Skirts

DON'T MISS OUR BIG 10C SALE!
JIFFY BISCUIT MIX

BUSH SHOWBOAT
SPAGHETTI

loe

10

ENGLISH MOUNTAIN
GREEN BEANS

:IOC

KING KARL°
DOG FOOD

KOZY KITTEN
CAT FOOD

THRIFTY
DISH CLOTHS

JIFFY CORN
MUFFIN MIX

IOC

414._
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NIGERIA TO DEPORT PRIESTS, NUNS

Is

Mercy Mission Cut Short

led
Ian

LAGOS (UPI): Troops kept guard on
32 Roman Colic priests and nuns
today before 'their deportation for illegally entering Nigeria to help the trick
and starving in the farmer Biafran enclave.
Authorities brought priests and
nuns, mostly Irish, to Lagos from Port
Harcourt and the government said they
would be put on the first available
flight out.
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The soldiers who arrested them in
the field provided good treatment, she
said, but the nearer they got to Port
Harcout, the worse it got.
"Things got worse and the questioning became rougher," she said. "It was
four hours at a time. They wanted to
know everything."
NONE OF THE NUNS was sexually
abused, Sister Alden said, but the
priests were kept together in a cramped
jail cell without toilet facilities.
A second group of 28 Roman Catholic priests and nuns had been scheduled to go on trial today in Port Harcout, also on illegal entry charges, but
the trial was postponed without explanation.
Twenty-five members of the group
being deported are Irish, six are from
Great Britain and one is an American
whose identity is not yet known.

NEWSMEN besieged them on their
arrival and got some information on
what had happened before soldiers
herded the group off to a hotel, threatening to deport the newsmen if they
followed.
"It was pretty gruelling for us," one
of the nuns, Sister' Alden, said in describing how the federal troops had imprisoned the relief workers after the
fall of Biafra three weeks ago.
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EXPANDS FORECASTS

WASHINGTON (UPI) -The
U.S. Weather Bureau, 100 years
old. today, has announced an
expanded forecast progradi so
five-day outlooks will not be
Issued every day, instead of
Just three times a wee/.
From now on, for example, a
fbr ecast issued on Monday
evening will include the weather for Monday night, Tuesday
and Wednesday - plus the
weather and temperature
treads for Thursday, Friday
MI6 Saturday. The bureau said
advances in computer predic.
--110n made the extension DOSSItde.

LAUNCHES SATELLITE

HAS NOT SENT BILL

TOKYO (UPI) - Japanese
space scientists have rescheduled for Tuesday their fifth
attempt in four years to launch
an 84-pound satellite into earth
orbit. High winds over Southern
Japan Sunday postponed launch
of the instrument designed to
collect information in space and
radio it back to earth.

WASHINGTON (UPI)
House Democratic Leader Carl
Albert says President Nixon,
despite his statements about
the need for a war on crime,
has yet to send a bill or any
other communication to Coogress asking for money for that
purpose.
"This &nue certainly believes
the grave sense of urgency with
which the President dealt with
crime in his State of the Union
message," Albert said in a
statement Sunday. Hiscomments
were
seen as a
counterattack against the
Inistration which
has been
accusing Democrats of holding
up anticrime legislation

For more eggs
UPSALA, Sweden (UPI) Hens lay 'more eggs'and eat less
when they live on a sloping net
floor, according to Swedish
experts. The experts also say
hens lay_ fewer_ eggs in narrow
cages.
-

SWIFTS PREMIUM PROTEN

•
FRIDAY •
thigth

LADIES ALL PURPOSE COATS
With Zip-Out Linings - 8 to 20

10.13

FRESH PORK

GROUND BEEF

WIENERS

10 to 18

LADIES SKIRTS

Solid Color Wools. Knits and
Corduroy

Only 1.13
One Group GIRLS SKIRTS

e
•

Values to 3.98

I

Only 1.13
GIRLS CAR COATS

Imo

SAUSAGE
Lg. 690

FRIDAY •

3.13
•
One Group LADIES SWEATERS

Frosty Acres

oz.

.611:1 1

FRIDAY •
TheSth
I
Men's Twill
WORK PANTS
• National Master
• Grey & Green /
• Reg $3.98
s
Now
$2.13

mos •
•
-FRIDAY •
theeth

1

Revs Corduroy
PANTS
• Olive. Gold,
Brown
• Sixes 6-18
Reg. 12.98
$1.S3
som

Sport Coats
Assorted Plaids
Reg. $35 & 39.98

25.13

60" ABBY FLANNEL
• Plaids, Solids
• Washable
• Great for Suits, Sportswear
1 Day
Only
yd.

$m1".1 * 73(

theeill

QUILT ENDS
Ideal for coverletts.. furniture:
throws, nap time.
Bright cotton /
covers, cot filled.
son
$1.73

°LIZ

1-1b. cello bag

BOYS 20" BIKES
• Scrambler Type
,
• Some Have Hand Brakes
• Some Have 3-Speed Hubs

757;i $35.13 ::
I
AREA RUGS
$1.73

DOG FOOD
25L8.

1 LB. 390

Vs 8

FLAVOR KIST

ALCOA 18" HEAVY DUTY

CRACKERS

ALUMINUM FOIL
330

1 LB.

25 FT.
DEL MONTE

KRAFT PURE

ORANGE JUICE - FRUIT COCKTAIL

HIPPED TOPPIN
I

GAL.

80Z. 2
90
PILLSBURY

590 1

DEL ITE D

DEL MONTE SL ICED OR CRUSHED

PINEAPPLE

, BISCUITS

390

24 CAN

PRESERVES
ASSORTED FLAVORS

80Z.

3/290

No. 2 CAN

350

2,190
CORN

12 OZ.

6

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

BABY FOOD
oz

SNOWDRIFT
3 LB.

JERGENS

INSTANT
MAXWELL HOUSE

SOAP

COFFEE

Yellow Cream Style

0
69

303 Can

CHARMIN

FOLGERS

TISSUE

COFFEE

2/350
JOY

BATH SIZE

ERWAN
SATISFACTION GUAR

390
390
100
100

FIELD TRIAL CHUNK

GERBERS STRAINED

• 22x45
• Solids and Patterns
• Some Fringed
Reg.

FRIDAY

stalk

4 F°R 79r CARROTS

3/990

KRAFT

Men's
C.P.O. JACKETS /
Wool Blends,
•
Navy
Reg $7 ge /
$3.13

Dacron

Dos.

HYDROX.

FRIDAY"
thee*

Weal

10 lb. beg

91)0 aLERY

OT 590

-44

Moo's

White Cobbler

1

thee th

2.

44

Chestnut
Bacon
Rgt

SUNSHINE

MIRACLE WHIP

Val. to $8.98
$1.13

4.13

FIELDS

fig° POTATOES
3'o $1 TANURGNES

g,

Slip Over and Button Style

Solids & Plaids
Values to 14.96

590

PR OD-U-CE

F11141-ZEN-FpoDs

Ladles
DRESS, HEELS
and CASUALS

Only 7 to Sell!

LB.

Fox Deluxe

300 CAN

•
•

SPARE RIBS

LB 490
Chicken
Breasts
L'S. 49

59

FIELDS

WITH BEANS

klipi's Thern McAn
SHOES
Loafers, Lace
style & Boots
/
Values to
Now
$3.13

LADIES QUILTED DUSTERS
Pastel Colors -

11111111n

LB.

H,,,,,bunor _ _ _ 14 el
Pepperoni Cheese, Sousa
Frosty Acres -21 02.
MIXED VEGETABLES GREEN PEASFrosty Acres
Breaded Cod or Oc'n Perch - 2 lbs.

FRIDAY ONE DAY ONLY

FINEMFORLKS

SIRLOIN STEAK
1.09

FIELDS

LB.

FINE FOOD

SWIFTS PREMIUM PROTEN

ROUND STEAK
LB 99

PIZZA
CUT CORN
FISH STEAK
ORANGE JUICE

Dm 1

1 Group
Skirts
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150
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WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT

Safti. INSTATE FOR SI

PURE

HOME PA=
for ten (10) treads
1% mass west of
L.Lam price in
steitience in•34'
mobile home, 4
bmd sad a 10' x 34'

5
U. S. INSPECTED

VEGETABLE

WHOLE

Sia)R TE N I NG

REG. $1.19 VALUE

DIAL SPRAY

JOHNSON & JOHNSON

FRESH

COSMETICS

OYSTERS

REG. 79c VALUE

PUFFS

SALAD

DRESSING

COLLEGE INN

ICE MILK

44t

CRACKERS

LB BOX

12 16 OZ.

DOG FOOD

D

DIXIE BELLE

YELL

CANS

SLICED RINDLESS
WITH COUPON
LB.
FRESH

SAUSAGE $1.09
:AL:;

NECK BONES

LB.

NICE THICK
FAT BACK

LB.

ARMOUR
VIENNA SAUSAGE

3'

3

Si

5 OZ. CANS Me.

-SUGAR

CURED

BY THE PIECE

I L

LB 39t

TIDEPIA

SOLIDS

DETERGENTflj

‘
ip
GIANT PKG.Wil

REELFOOT
SMOKED
SHANK
HALF LB.
OR SEA

Old Fashioned Large
SOLGN-A Whole Stick lb.
Skinless
lb.
FRANKS 12 oz. pkg.

69'

10 4%

a

CHICKEN

LB. 690

PORK
SMOKED

LB. $1.49

PICNICS

LB: 590

WINGS
BACKS & NECKS

LB. 15c
4
FRESH'
89cB.9c
GIZZARDS
L3
LIVER LB.
RESH

MEAT

9
LARGE

BALI ARD

"Z

CAN

DELTA

OZ. JARS19c

ROLLS

vdmAK

LB.

FRESH
PORK BRAINS

LB.

WHITE

MARTHA

tt

LARD

SAUSAGE 2

GRADE

69t 3F)10a.
CATSUP PEACHES
740.S 100 3 $100

MORTONS

200z.
Bottles

HUNTS

TURNIP GREENS
MUSTAND GREENS

BLACK

BEANS
EYED PE AS

300 CANS

COUPON
49c
CRISCO 3 LB. CAN
55.00
With Coupon and
Exc.
Add. Purchase Prod.
Dairy
Tobacco &
17th.
Void After Feb.
LIBERTY

to
ha
ml
ot1
ro

NO. 2Y2 CANS

LIBERTY COUOON
MISS LItitRTY
BACON Lb. PKG. 69c
With Coupoh and $5.00
Add. Purchase Exc.
Dairy Prod. &Tobbaco Put-.
Void After Feb. 17th.

LB.

Lbs. or More Lb.

WESSON OIL

I

ASSORTED
FLAVORS

480Z.

14th OZ.
EACH

LIBERTY COUPON
LIBERTY COUPON
100 TREASURE CHEST 100
DOVE
STAMPS
SOAP Reg. Bars
With Coupon And $5.00 Purc.
WITH COUPON
Exc. Tobbaco & Dairy Prod.
VOID AFTER FEB. 17th. Void After Feb. 17th.

ENTIAL LOTS in
Acres, Pidrviem
ood Estates, Pan
and Pine Muff
Also, other residential
big sites within a short
ose
Murray.o
We invite y
one of the abov
f your new home and
kkip you finance it with
loan.
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nice living roam, c
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y
nced,
about 2% mile
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ACRES, good three.be
frame home, electric hem
gal utility, abaat three
sort of Almo, only $8,50
'lb ACRES adlacent to
gear New Concord :Sou
kalfhi bottom 2 year
Wring, and fenced for

Aso.

ACRES on Hwy. 121 a
Good Investment,

tter.

.
'IMES
Hwy. 94 eat
Redford
mi
3-bOroom
some, full basement, do
kitchen, carport, good wel
I I

LOT at Locust
urch, 131' x 420' ft., on
top and only $1,250.
1) BLOCK with brick
rage building on Hwy.
Us. Possession and
in. $9,000.
.,BEDROOM frame hoc
Jarge Id near hospital
hoot for $11,000.
OALLOWAY LNSURANC
peal Estate Agency,--le
Ey., Phonsibir334842.
t54
•

OUR-BEDROOM green
trivia house. Central be
Or, carpeted, family root
double prep, an
ge court yard. city
?Istria.. Phone 753-79011.

LARGE HE AD

3°3 CAN

Commercial La
available in Wildwoo
on South 4th

t
ICEBERG

HUNTS
FIT COCKTAIL
4 $1.00

me lot

BOTTLE

HUNTS

BUSH'S BEST

LB.

STEA

BETTY CROCKEit

REELFOOT

KIDNEY

390
490

FIRST &
CENTER
CUTS MIXED

FRESH
PORK CUTLETS
COUNTRY STYLE

QT.
JAR

PURE

BEE F L IVER

N

FRESH SLICED

Roman Brick
rove Heights. Hes a
with a well do
pion, tastefully deco
extras ars included
average home.
Brick in Wes
Has 2 a
central beat and at
kitchen hailt4ns,
mid outside storage.
BRICK hoe
Catalina. Has centre
air, 1% baths, corg
builtins, carport,
room. In Rob
district.
FRAME hot
Hisel, Ky. Two bedrooms
Mire and one upstairs: L
ag a 713' x 300' kt in Lb
stlittott ed Ram&
241EDROOM FRAME hoe
NO Concord Road, *pp
wiles &bin Horny. Prk
241ROOM FRAME ha
4mG, Ky. Has good well,
and windows, gam

rimg./153-1534.

FRESH SLICED

GRADE "A"

vtill start IMMO
the day the deed it
Each Zbedroom unit i
moth ceramic bati
, electric rem

!doe

.r° S
N YOUNG REALT
81 maple Street, Phone
7033. Home Omni
7334066; Ishmael

303

CAN

3 uNrrs of this ti
currently reneed. Yo

THIGHS
LEGS

9C HENS
BISCUITS
LB. 9C
29c
4
TISSUE
190
490
Miracle Whip 590 Pork Steak LB 69
MEAL 5 LaBAc 390
CAbylg y-etli wligS MEMAINOIES
CREAM NESt. .011.

A
a

to

29555;

LB.

GERBER STRAINED

A
t1

490

THICKEN PART
LLLLSBBBB....
C
BREAS

NOT
BAR-B-QUE

CORN

BABY FOOD

290

LB.

-

TEENIE WEENIE
4
.WHOLE KERNEL & CREAM
STYLE

C

$1

CORN VALLEY

MISS LIBERTY

FIRST CUT

LBS.

CANS =

Si

14 Oz. Pkg.

FISH STICKS

U. S. CHOICE

HORMEL
•
WITH BEANS
CHILI

25c

39C

LB

$1.19
590

15 OZ. JAR

MISS LIBERTY

7303 100 5 loo
MISS ICONSIN

07, CANS

TWIN PET

HALF GAL.

BR

5 13/34

CHICKEN BROTH

TURKEYS

39c BACON

MISS LIBERTY

TURNERS

590

260 COUNT

STD.

•

BUSHS BEST
CUTGREEN BEANS
SHELLIE BEANS
CROWDER PEAS
PURPLE HULL PEAS

LIBERTY
SAVE 20c With this
coupon when you
buy a.10 or. Jar of
INSTANT MAXWEL L
LB. CAN HOUSE COFFEE
10 oz. Jar only
vowseitimam - $J,49

LIBERTY COUPON
MAXWELL HOUSE
COFFEE
WITH COUPON

FOR

'ARM: 60 anus of good
dwelling house, tobacco
tolaacco base, stock herr
bog lot, fronted on two si
Llock top. Priced to sell.
'swam after -3f00 p. E

'

WANTS° TO RINI

: furnished Kei
cottage for April,
hi June. Lakefront prel
Write or call Nat,Snider,
box 763, Sikeston, Mo.
471-1814 or 471-0660.

'ANTED: apartment or
nfernished. Call 733481
.41

ANTED: farm femur
nips and corn. Contact
irei•e". P1iOTi 7532.
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AUTOS FOR GALS
1968 BUICK Skylazt four door
hardtop with factory air and
power. 1967 Buick LaiSabre four
loge hardtop. White with blue
interior and blue vinyl roof.
Factory air and power. Real low
mileage. Cain and Taylor Gulf
Station. Corner of 6th and Main
Street.

YOU'RE INVITED TO OUR

771/101/61/IME

"CUSTOMER APPRECIATION OPEN HOUSE
IMITATE FOR SALM
HOME PARK with
for tea (10) trailers. Lo1% miles west of Kentucky L.Low price includes
owners residence in a 24' a 44'
hinished mobile home, 4 acres
onand mid a 10' a 34' utility
All:adding.
AL 3 UNITS of this triplex
are currently rented. Your inveltment win start earning reventre the day the deed is signact Each 2-bedroo4n unit is complate with ceramic bath, aircoaditioner, electric range and
Mines.
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31EDROOM Roman Brick home
.Grove Heights. lass roomy
inrior with a well designed
flw plan, tastefully decorated.
Miy extras are included in this
abgye average home.
3-101DROOM Brick in Westwood
Sobdiviaion. Has 2 ceramic
baths, central heat and air, oarping, kitchen built-Ms, carport and outside storage.
ROOM BRICK home at
c%ttalina. Has central heat
sof air, 1% baths, carpeting,
kitchen ,buitt-ins, carport, large
i
ttroy room. in Robertson
I dialoict.
3-6EDROOM FRAME home in
*et Ky. Two bedrocens downOdin and one upstairs. Located
oat a 75' a 300' lot in the best
Metion of Hazel
23EDROOM FRAME home on
New Concord Road, approx. 4
miles from Murray. isliti47
5
sill.
2-SEDROOM FRAME home in
Abu), Ky. Has good well, storm
d6brs and windows, garage, 3/4
awe lot
A FEW Commercial Lots are
sill available in Wilchvood Subon South 4th Street
attended.
LOTS in Jackdin Acres, Fairview Acres,
rood Estates, Panorama
and Pine Bluff Shares.
Also, other residential build* sites within a short radius
cat Murray. We invite you to
one of the above lots
,
your 1:16V/ hOlThe aid iet US
t help you fmence it with a low
interest loan.
if!UY ...gee us! TO SELL .
4tilh- usfr
TON YOUNG REALTY, 4th
& Maple Street, Phone 753
1133. Home phones: Fultoo
, 753-4946; lahmed Stin
rf53-1534.
F-13-C

TIRES

SAFTBILT

4..0 00 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 •oS.O,
Si

Vj

t

I•

VI

••

0

t

0

,t
t
0,

• vies'e'i-•‘V‘

lawn mower, $15.00. Phone 753-9389.
1TNC

,

56 ACRES with new 3-bedroom
blick home, large. den with
, nice builtiq kitchen
rkiiPte
rh washer, disposal, two
blithe, nice living room, carport,
dosage house, new Mock barn,
all fenced, about 2% miles from
/gurney on black top. About
tine-habf down balance over 25
years.
25 ACRES, good three.bedroom
frame home, electric heat, bath
end utility, about three miles
mat of Alm°, only $8,500.
70 ACRES adjacent to TVA
dear New Concord :bout cnehalf in bottom, 2 year round
and fenced for hogs.
,500.
500.
ACRES on Hwy. 121 at Coldwater. Good investment, $18,500.
I ACRES on Hwy. 94 east with
aew 341d:roam Bedford stone
borne, full basement, den, nice
kitchen, carport, good well, 121,600.
JCE LOT at Locust Grove
hurch, 131' x 420' ft., on black
13P and only $1,250.
OD BLOCK with brick front
" age building on Hwy. 121 in
lla. Poseesakan and a barp
hie
in. $9,000.
EDROOM frame home on
lot near hospital and
ooi for $11,000.
t-ALLOWAY INSURANCE awl
Dilate Agency,•'Murray,
Ky., Pholu06/53-5842.
F-13-C

L

Lar

peal

*

Fiberklass Belts Stabilize the Tread
Polyester Cord Runs Smooth and Cool
Safety Stop Treadwear Indicators
Luxurious Turnpike Design
•..
0,o 0,o ,o 0,0 0,0 0.o 0,o0,,
et
o o 0000 ourao o o

o 0,o 0,•• 0

EXCLUSIVE 1 IIBUTORS

CAIN & TAYLOR
meavw

VI

0
.1-0
?-0
-0
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See Our Selection of Fine Used Cars
0,5 0,0 0,0 0,1. 0,0 0.0 0;3 0,0 0,0 0.,0 0,50,0 0,0 0,0 0.0 0,0 0,0 0.0
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8MRVICRII OFFERED

FOR RENT

SAWS MED, electric heaters
und all emall appliances rep
ed. 111.3 A So. 11that.,78$40197.
FeC

TWO-BEDROOM duplex apartments, central heat and air,
built-in range, ceramic tile both,
carpet throughout Call or see
Gene Steely, Southside Shopping Center, Murray, Kentucky,
7537850.
TFC

FOR YOUR home remodeling,
additions and repairs. Free 401
mates. Ca/1 7534121 or 752
VMS.
Feb.-314 ROOM for two boys, private entrance, refrigerator. Call 7537406 after 4 p. m., 107 North
17th Street.
TFC
PROFESSIONAL

ANSWERING
SERVICE
Five Days a Week,
Eight Hours a Day
For Information Phone
753-41t or 753-74%

SIFFIC TANK TROUBLE. If
you are experiencing difficulties with your septic tank call
today, your problem, may be
solved by simply pumping out
your tank. Call Steely & By.
num, Southside Shopping Cent.
or, Murray, Kentucky, 753-7850.
TFC

day. 0...issail 41 pm. Don't miss it! Be

saloon

304 L is4con Street

1962 CHEVROLET, six cylinder, four door, standard trans
mission. Phone 753-7630. F-12-C

NILF WANTED

WANTED: man or woman to 1965 CHEVROLET Impala four
deliver daily and Sunday Cour- door sedan with factory air and
ier-Journal in Murray area- all power. 1965 Falcon, auto$75.00 per math plus liberal matic, six cylinder. Cain and
car allowance. Write to P. 0. Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of
F-13-C
Box 32-1i, Murray, Kentucky. 6th and Main Street.
F-LSC

RED WING SHOES
ana

PUBLIC NEARING
ALMOST -NEW two-keyboard
Notice is hereby given by the For work, sports
leiWurlitzer organ and tone cabi- Planning Commission for the sure. In sizes AA-EEEE,
net. Must sell. Phone 753-4977, City of Murray, Kentucky, will 6 to 16. Call or drop in and
Wfd- 'a public hearing' at 7'30 try on your size!
WANTED: Someone to stay with 1970 -MAVERICK, fully equip
elderly couple, days or live in. Ped- a014..niterifl
btalLYIn)1
at
esi
MINI-BIKE. Phone 113-7446: , p: m., February 17, 1970, at
.-Phone
Interior. Low
Hall.
Phone 489-2408.
-6
F-12-P
153-4100.
The purpose of this meeting
WANTED: two daytime ca
NEW PORTABLE top-loader Is to conduct a public hearing
station
wagon
PONTIAC
1963
hostesses
wanted.
Apply
in
perdishwasher, $129.95. Dunn's TV on a proposal to rezone certain
son at K-N Root Beer, or phone with factory air mad all power.
& _Appliance, 118 South 12th area in the City of Murray, Ken753-7793 or 753-8856.
F-12-C 1963 Ford Galactie, cheep. Cain
Street, Murray, Kentucky. Phone tacky.
and Taylor Gulf Station. Cornthat
the
following
Resolved,
753-3037.
F-12-C
WANTED: baby sitter, ton
of 6th and Main Street.
described area in the City
mornings a week and one nigh
pen-Fri. till $ p. m.
F-L3-C
ARC REGISTERED German Murky, Kentucky, be rezoned
)
Must
have
own
transportation
"-Murray, Ky.
Shepherd puppies, seven weeks frosts R4 Residential District
File
Malibu,
CHEVELLE
two1967
Phone
753-8928.
old. Phone 436-5841.
F-13-C to B-1 Neighborhood- Business
door hardtop. Danube blue, blue
bucket seats, automatic in the
APPROVED Prescription Ser- District.
A/swer to Yesterday's Puzzle
floor, standard V-8 engine. Kenvice ... All prescriptions -filled
northwest
the
on
,Beginning
ROO ON1211 RROO tucky tags, one owner. Extra
by a Registered Pharmacist at
CM MOOG MOOR nice car, $1775.00. Dwain TayUncle Jeff's. Save with Safe-T. comer of North 16th. Street
ACROSS
6-Singing voice
MOO OMOGIBOUUR lor Chevrolet, Inc., Murray, Ken98
north
1-Cook in oven
6-Path notice
Come see why more people and Olive Street; then
00011IN 0000
7 Behold'
tucky. Phone 753-21317. F-13-C
shop with us each week. We feet to a point on the west right- 6 Change
EID MUM
11 Bridge term
8 Uppermost
quote prices
No obligation. of-way on North 16th. Street; 12 Fated
MOM
071RRM
ORR
Pat/
MR
Open Sundays.
MDR 10 1964- BUICK Wildcat four door
'F-13-C thence west 150 feet to a point: 14 Bone
'9 Send forth
thence south 98 feet to a. point 15 Tolled
DOMUO MOW ORM hardtop. Local oar. 1964 Buick
10 Mend
LaSabre four door sedan. Cain
OBER BUM UM
11 Chinese
on the north right-of-way on 17 Metal tube
PERFECT Valentine Gift. Toy Olive Street; thence east 159 18 At present.
factions
=REP] and Taylor Gulf Station. Corn1 3.Colleg•
Poodle puppy. $50*. Call 753- feet to the point of beginning. 20 Brown as
IMUMOMIOR PRP1
of 6th and Main Street„
V1
oiffieist
bread
9330 efter 511 p. m.
lYlih
F-13-C
F-1/1-C
All interested Varties are 23-Chinese
I6 Page
aMB7 MA7117
19 Unwanted
pagoda
ONE Lear Jet auto tape player, cordially invited to attend this
plants
1968 DODGE Charger, automat-24 Developed
4 speakers and 14 tapes. Phone pubne hearing.
21 Walk
, air, double power, stereo,
26-Ceremonies
22
Narrates
40
Small
54
Ethiopian
753-9959.
F-13-C
28 Preposition
ag wheels. Red with white top.
25 Blouse
41 Jumps
title
MURRAY PLANNING
29 Vapor
27 Incline
44 Smallest
(*tient
condition, 20,000
57
TeutonK
SALE
COMMISSION
31 Bank employees 30 Watered solli
number
denty
. Phone 753-7670. 1-13-P
47 Gaelic
32-Potthers
ON WIIGS and falls for Easter Dr. Thomas ,B Hogancomp
33 French
58 Rupees
.34-Check
49 Genus of
couturier
European texture. 100% Human Commission Chairman
(abbr
36 Giver of gift
1965 VOLKSWAGEN. Good confrogs
35 Furrow
60
Pronoun
37-A
state
Hair. Set in your favorite style
52-Greek
1TC 36-Detailed report 38-Rodents
ion. 1956 Chevrolet six cylinletter
Call for prices and information
39 Relieve
der. Straight shift. Cain: and
Jill's Beauty Salon, 489-3811.
42 Coniunction
2 3 4 4 li:,•:•:, 0 7 II9 10 NO Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of
43 Test
v6:011111
45:
F-13-C
5:::: 6th and Main Street.
1-13-C
45-Great Lake
ii
,re•
13
-A% 12
Born
46
REMINGTON Standard typeNOTICE
14
Go in
2••••.
ft..4:17
I1•6
writer, rebuilt. Phone 753-2521 Western Kentucky Stages. 48
50 Music. as
:::*!;*;!
F-13-C no., proposes to increase pas- , written
RR 23
ill
04'..e.
neer fares in Kentucky and 51 Monster
24
25
27 :XX 211
Dostroct in
COSCO high chair, stroller and Tennesee, effective March 1, 53 Germany
4.....1
.
car seat. Never used. Phone 1970. These changes are posted 55-Township
29
31
30
32
(abbr
)
753-2969, 210 South 13th., Mur- in the company's depots at MurKor41•7441; 33
iiira 35
56 Lost
::::•;‘;•;•:,
ray.
F-13-C ray, Paducah, Clarksville, Paris 59 Gastropod
36
40 41
and Hopkinsville. Any person
mollusks
LIKE NEW aluminum storm
desiring to protest may file 61 Approaches
43
1111
42
-9
door, 36 inches wide. Call 492I.:IS
44
such -protest with the Depart- 62 Experience
:
:
j•2
:
4
Ylli..•
8683.
F-13-C
•
...„4
49 ilo...••.a
47
so
melt of Motor Transportation,
DOWN
!•34:•(
1000 BALES of Timothy and Frankfort, Kentucky, or the
51
,A
,, 53
52 Mc,
34 .):+:* 35
Vacation
Clover hay. Call 753-6685 or Public Service Commission, 1 place
•oe.44:.0.4
:•.144.
Si
lig59
00
436-4690.
F-18-C N3shville, Tennessee, in accord- 2 Preposition
with the rules and regn 3.5woss river
ancec•
diCoi:61
ANTIQUE BEDROOM suite,
Command to
evele
these commissions. 4 cat
dishes, trunks and desk. Phone lattons of
tr bv Untied Fe tore Fyndicate, Inc. it
J-28-F4F-11-C
4744252.
F-13-1'

FAMILY SHOE

a

INN

itillil
INNP

FURNISHED efficiency apartment for couple, one-half block
from college, 1606 Nest Main
Street.
F-12-C

."5::41,

TWO • BEDROOM apartment,
carpeted, refrigerator and stove,
air conditioned. Couples and
teachers only. Call 753-2898.
F-16-C

onr3

15U19 n20a
ma

a

iii

UNU..:N

•

UI

Abbie 'N Slats

FOUR-ROOM house, 403 South
10th Street. Phone 753-3273.
F-12-P

NICE FURNISHED house for
four or five college girls( Gra- THE SCRAPPLE AIRPORT 1311...
duate students). Located onecOmE5 uP FOa MORE
fourth block from college. OUESTJONiNG BY THE
Phone 753-5865 days, -753-5108 CGMTSAITTEE, ANY SIGNS
after-4:00 p. m.
TFC THALSCRAF'PLE'S

NONE . HE'S A RUBE - AND RUBES DON'T MAKE

GENERAL Contracting and
THREE - ROOM apartment close
hauling of animals, grain, hay,
to college, 1310 Olive Blvd.
Ifrlum house.
also rubbish from your house,
Phone 753-5689 after 4:00 p. m.
Or, carpeted, family room, two yard, garage, etc. Call
F-13-C
SW, double garage,
F-12-P
court yard, city
fireplac,g school
apartments_
FURNISHED
for
district. Phone 753-7906. TIC PART TIME employwent want- rent. 1602 Dodson Ave. Phone
and
clerical
ed. Secretarial,
F-13-C
'ARM: 60 acres of good land. waitress experience. Contact 753-8564.
barn,
tobacco
dwelling house,
Cynthia Noble at 753-8199 after NEATLY furnished two-bedroom
taaacco base, dock barn, new 5:00 p. m.
F-12-C apartment, kitchen arid den.
bog lot, fronted on two sides by
100 South 13th Street. Kelly's
bLack top. Priced to sell. Phone WILL BABY SIT for a child in Pest Control.
F-13-.0
my home. Phone 753-0470396-8768 after -3f00 p. as.
7443-C TWO-BEDROOM trailer with
F-12-C
carpeting and washing machine.
Couples only. Phone 753-7920.
WANTS° TO BUY
F-17 C
WANT TO BUY complete fish
WANTS.) TO RIM
FOUR-ROOM
bath,
house
with
ing rig. Aluminum boat, trailA.NTED: furnished Kentucky er and motor. Call 7538030, near Coles Camp Ground Churcottage for April, May after 5:00 p. m.
TFNC ch. Ideal for couple or with one
add June. Lakefront preferred.
child. Call Vester Crouse 247Write or call Nat,Snider, P. 0 WANTED: Barbie doll furni- 2639 Mayfield, Kentucky.
Box 765, Sikeston, Mo. Phone ture- Phone 753-1432.
F-13-C
F-13-C
471-1814 or 471-0660.
F-13-P
LOOT & P01118D
FOR SALE OR TRADE
'ANTED: apartment or house
LOST: Ratter used to move fur- WANT TO SELL or Trade new
garnished. Call 75341116.
-41 F44-P niture. Has two ...mall wheei! 1969 13 ft. Shasta camping
and two handles. Lost about trailer. Sleeper, for a good
ANTED: farm ground for one week ago on 12th Street 1967 or 1968 Chevrolet pick-Op
a and corn. Contact Earl between. Sycamore_ Street and Artick
eloar-Plione -7533467 after.5-.00
Phone 733-4977
p 1.
F-12-P
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Lil' Abner

• .

.4

,

WHY. SENATbta
(I AM -- N AN HOUR.
ScRAPPLE, I
THAT HOuR I'M PLANNiN'
THOUGHT you WERE
ON SPEN'OiNG vvITH
APPEARING ON THE
YOU!
eta.
HILL TODAY.

't

i

pho-a 7.43=2. Trtx

(
/I' HI,
MR,
TREMBLAY.

WAVES. SO RELAX, SAM.

wISE TO THE
DEAL?

ONE-BEDROOM furnished apartment. Phone 753-9264.
?-12-C

GET
ATTENTION

by R. Van i3uran

733•8090.

•

1965 MUSTANG, 289 motor with
automatic transmission and power steering. 1966 Volkswagen
with factory air. Cain and Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of 6th
ancl Main Street.

HOPKINSME FEDERAL SAYINGS

green stained
POUR-BEDROOM
Central hest and

emal

1966 CHRYSLER New York,
four door hardtop, full power,
air-conditioning, good condition.
One owner. Phone 753-5859.
F-12-P

sure Is IMO. veer children after

clam
appri rlaqm

YOU:‘FOLKS IN TENNESSEE . . . It will pay you to

Vi

en-

us all

Nura

Phone 753-5162

95

joy Valentine cookie. and punch with

nmam

GULF STATION

ve

favors and refreshments F..,,., You'll

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

4 4

• of these tiresl
check on the price
"0 00 op op op oo op 5 a:, ao 0 -.
4
0 1111
0.
t
V, i

be drawings for S bowel of Valentine candy, free

-Helga- is a
landmark in
sex
instruction!

of

Vi',',

Corner of Sixth & Main

Yes, Friday 13thi, can be • L=c
.
jig Day for you! There'll

MURRAY BRANCH

-NOTICE-

FARMALL CUB tractor with
belly mounted mower. Stoke;
Tractor & Implement Co., Industrial Road. Phone 753-1319
F-12-C

MIAINSIMSOKINiritarierigiiSt

=

1967 CHRYSLER four door
turdtop with vinyl root, factory
air and all power, 1968 Pontiac
Z'atalins four door hardtop with
factory air and power. Low
mileage with now tines. Cain
and Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and Main Street.
F-13-C

SET F-PROPELLED

Vi

FARMALL "A" Tractor with
cultivator. Stokes Tractor &
Implement Co., Industrial Road
Phone 753-1319.
F-12-C

RksaDENTIAL

t

Ire Appreciate Our Customers!

0,-

Vi

r

1.!

Mr. C. C.. Momiseasi

surritourx

tiVI

1961 COMET, in good condition,
$125.00. Phone 753-8438 or 753F-11-C
9400.

Soo The
Famous VI

ESTABLISHED PIZZA Shop. MO CALENDAR...Desk Stands
Good location, nice business. and rens are nod'avaIIable at
Selling due to other introits. 120 Wier & Timm Office SupApply P. 0. Box 312, Evans-* etc.m.
F-114
ville, Indiana.
SALES &
REGISTERED female pointer vice, Box 713, Murray, Ky., C.
Sanders. Phone 382-3932
bird dog; 1% years old; purebred with papers; has field ex- Lynnville, Kentucky. Feb.404
perience. Call Danny Guy 436- BELTONE
factory fresh bearF-13-P
2261.
aid batteries for all make
aids, Wallis Drugs.
TAKE soil away the Blue LusH-1TC
tre way from carpets and up.
S
of out of state car licenholstery. Rent electric shamwill be suspended at the
poo $1. Western Auto, Home
of "The Wishing Well". F-11-C lert's office starting February
18 until deadline, March 1.
GOOD Tennessee and Clover
hay. Phone 753-8538.
F-11-P

0,•• 0„0
co

FRIDAY 13 ta

HOUCK

FOR SAL'

ORE'S
TOMMY.

' .
,C171
,160.•

•

by Al Capp
(-4/E LOOKS014.ERFUL
Tom&-a: HE WON'T
HAVE TO HOW UP
14/5 OWN PRODUCT-SP

IS SO NERVOUS!!

THIS IS MAH OPEN R.1'
N iGHT AS A TV STAR!!
I‘

WHEN AH WAS LIVIN1'IN THEM
SMELL'i OLD HILLS,AH NEVAH
K
TH
NO
ENK
ELIN14
THAT ONE DA•i AHID BE
AT MAH IpEE12.5
FEET!"

z

ifi
2
S 7 111
4:14.711!,

• -13,?'.°T;°M.
Cs 1•D

2.
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THE LEDGER

Senate.... Pegs
(Cent:need From

Hazel Woman's Club
Ts Meet Thorsday

Three Men....
1)

& TIMES

—

Insight....
From

MURRAY

WEDNESDAY - FEBRUARY 11. 1970

KENTUCKY

livitatioo to Bid

Today's
Stock Market

Quotes From The News

(Co/Mewed From Pee* 1)
(twat/wed
Page
By UNITED PRUE INTERNATIONAL
Bids will be received until
Fenrahry
elec12,
1970
for
the
concern over increasing the rate deep freers, looked in It and
The Hazel Woman'e Club at Murray State, is the facia)
trical control paned, sludge rewithout first making a determine. took the meat which Falwell will meet Thursday, February advisor for the executive com
WASHINGTON - Sen. Edward S. Muskie, D-Maine, declaring
circulation pump, roof ventilatstolen
him
was
tion of the "actual needs" of the pointed out to
11, at the Merle Norman Studio mittee.
President Nixon's program for improvement of the environor
and
gas
meter
for
operations
that
meat, the affidavit by Steels for the program on "Beauty
money market in Kentucky.
Other committees included in
building at Sewer Plant. Speci- ment is similar to his own proposals:
He has refused so far to post said.
Tips".
the organization include
YORK (UP1)- Stocks
ficatians and information may
"I hope we can develop a cooperative effort to obtain CongressIn an affidavit signed by Fala similar house bill for action
Mrs. Leroy Bennett will be jug, correspondence, deletes, NEW
be-obtained
by
writing
Murray
mixed
today
in
approval of a broad, imaginative and effective program to
moderional
January
opened
on
he
said
that
well,
production,
and there are indications the
the demonstrator for the tee program,
Sewer
turnover.
System,
P.
0.
end
Waten
Improve
the quality of our environment."
6:30
ate
11,
1970
at
approximately
tickets, publicity and public recommittee may have to vote I
son.
Later the group will go to lations. Preparations for the pro. Wall Street became jaded Box 6, Murray, Kentucky, 42071.
bring the bill up. Under House p. m., he received a phone call
The Mayor and Council reVAL WHERE, France- Benoit Mikolajczak, recalling the lucky
rules, the chairman determines from Stanley Dick who told him the Triangle Inn for the busi- gram also include publication of with all the talk about'lower serves the riiht,
to reject any chance - a return to his room for a handkerchief- that took him
rates,
and
was
stud&
on
prices
his
automobile
ipterest
by
and
devotion
ness
meeting
a
magazine.
acted
on
and
what bills will be
or all bids. Accepted bids are
Kaplow, an NBC WAYS cor- sagged sharply on the New
It will take nine votes of the Friendship Church Road in Cal- Mrs. Gerald Ray.
also subject to approval by our out of a ski-tiotea dining room moments before an avalanche struck
laway
County
and
Exchange
asked
for
Stock
Tuesday.
York
respondent, will open the se17 - member committee, or a
many analysts Engineers and Fecieral--...Water
while
"If I hadn't gone back upstairs I know I would have been killed
ries on March 2, followed by But
majority, to take the bill away his help.
Pollution Control
Falwell
said
hi
the
affidavit
because I always sat at a table next to the window where the
Montagu, who has written more agreed the market is technicalfrom Bruce for posting and posswhen he arrived he found Stanavalanche hit."
than 30 books on various as- ly oversold, they noted the
ible reporting to the floor of the
ley Dick, Johnny Ellis, and Edpects of anthropology, on Mar- news budget oilered little to
House.
die Ellis parked in the driveMacLaine, urging extench 3. Both programs are sche- provide a firm foundation for a
Economy when buying eggs- wASiINGTON - Actress Shirley
way at the Buren Falwell place
duled for 8 p. m.
the-life of the National Foundation of the Arts and Humansustained upswing.
if there's km than 7 cents dif- sion
where no one lived. Falwell
Keniaaa Development Compa- " Both Fletcher, professor of Shortly after the opening, the ference in the price of one size ities:
N,
said he found the automobile ny, Inc., to Howard E. Hutchins social ethics in the Episcopal U P I
marketwide indicator
"We have always judged the level of social orders of ancient
not struck, but they wanted to and Catherine M. Hutchins of Theological School at Cambrid- showed a loss of 0,11 per cent eggs and the next size smaller, cities according to the arts that have survived."
borrow his truck and mid they Lake County, Ind.; lot in Keniana ge, Mass., and Carpenter, who on 341 issues crossing the tape. buy the larger size. More than
7 cents, buy the smaller size.
would bring it back to him Lake Subdivision.
flew the second American-man- There were 143 declines and 118
LIBERAL, Kan. - Kathleen West, world-record pancake racer,
before be got off from work at
orbital
space
flight
in
1962,
Lakeland , Inc., to Paul S. ned
advances.
vowing that she would better her own recorck
Tappan the out morning.
Von Schoech and Shirley A, Von will appear on March 4—Fletch- Beneficial Finance traded a
"I didn't even practice this time. Next year I'm going to practice
The affidivat further said
Schoech; lot in Panorama Shores. er at 3:30 p. m. and Carpenter block of 187,500 shares at 45 American Motors added 'Is to and see how much better I can do. I'm not going to quit now."
that
Falwell
got
into
Johnny
NEW YORK (UPI)- The
Cletie Black and J. H. Black to at 8 p. m.
unchanged, while National Gyp. 8%.
Almost 6,000 people turned sum opened off 'Ai at 19 on a Among the electronics, Namiderlying cause of the "disas- Ells' oar and went beck to his James Black and Pansy Faye
trous" market has bees the home before going to wait at Black; property in Calloway Co- out last spring for the first block of 12,700 shares.
tional Cash Register fell 1% to
THE INVISIBLE MAJORITY
Insigit program on the Murray Loew's Theatres was un- 140%, Honeywell /
administration's efforts to slow 10 p. m. at Tappan. He mid unty.
1
2 to 134%,
when
he
got
ad
work
about
campus.
Dr.
Harry
U. changed at 33%, while Anacon- and Westinghouse % to
7
Inflation through tight fiscal
James Black and Pansy Black State
57/. ADULTS 110
TRENTON,NN.J. (UP
and monetary policies, Alexan- seven a. in. the next morning to Gary Black and Kathy Black; Sparks, university president, da gained % to 21%. Memorex Texas Instruments lost 1 to
When governors Sign bills, the
NURSERY 8
his
truck
was
there
and
he
hapseries of five
called
the
initial
der
Hamilton Institute obcapped % to 123%, Und-Temeo 126%. IBM rose 3 to 349.
FEBRUARY 9, 1970
sponsors usually clamor to get
pened to see some blood on property in Calloway County.
lectures "highly successful."
serves. While so far "these
Landon Carefo Hugh E. JohnIn the oils, Occidental dipped
to 23% and Teledyne % to
the tailgate mid also blood or
their pictures taken With the
Tickets
for
students
and
nonefforts have failed to ciampen data on bed of
1/
4 tO 2.4%,and
Y4 tO 201/4
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
chief executive.
the truck which son and Hazel I. Johnson; small students are now on sale. Prices 46. Xerox dipped 1/ri to 101%.
inflatiaaary fires to any great was not there
grow,
automotive
tract
at
Poor
Farm
and
In
the
Standard
Hale
of
Ohio
1
to
59%.
when the truck
are $2.00 for students and $3.00
extent. Interest rates have been had been loaned.
NN
Roads intersection.
1
2, Jersey Stanitsird gave up % to
It was different Monday when
Baby Girl Owens, Rte. 7, 28
N„
for non-students for the series. General Motors lost % to 65/
sky-rocketing. There will have
Jacqueline Rushing to Franklin No individual session tickets and Chrysler and Ford % each i53'/s, Standard of California 1 to Fox Meadows,Murray; Baby Boy Gov. William T, Cahill signed a
Later on Tuesday, January 13
of
a
to be concrete evidence
to 26% and 39. redpectively. 42%.
or Wednesday, January 14, Fal- R, Rushing; property on U. S. will be sold.
Gallon, Gen. Del., Puryear, new piece of legislation.
drop in interst rates before the well said he and his wife went Highway 641 North,
Tenn.
There were no legislators in
Tickets
may
be
purchased
in
market stages a concrete rally grocery shopping and when
Joe Hampton Curd and Lois the student government office)
the room as Cahill affixed his
It adds. Meanwhile, the firm they returned home they found Curd to Thomas Jones and Wansignature to the bill Increasing
of the Waterfield Student UnDISMISSALS
recommends a policy of invest- on the beide of the back door da Jones; property in Calloway ion Building on the
the state sales tax from 3 to 5
npus or
ing on a dollar-cost-averaging a box of meat wrapped in white County.
ordered by sendingl'oheck or
Mrs. Catherine Jones, 203 Pl oer cent.
WASHINGTON (UPI): The United States is planning
basis.
paper
Affidavit of descent of Mrs. money order and a self-addressout half frozen. Falno,
Murray; Mrs. Clan Lee,
two underground nuclear explosions in Nevada and in
Cahill told spectators at SO
--well add in the aindavitt that SafrOna A. Jones, died Mar 4
—stamped envelope to:
812 No. 19th St., Murray; Mrs.
Islands,
described
as
more
the
Aleutian
powerful
than
Diamond, Turk & Co. believes when he saw the meat, he 29, 1962, to Eula Mae Bsuue:,
ceremony the -WI- yes Alm
,
I, Insight 1970, P. 0. Box 100ti
Agues
Fair,
1108
Elm,
Murray; "foundatioa
any subsurface blasts of their kind yet reported.
thenerhas completed the thought he knew it had been Ranch. Conninelam,,_and Sher
on *tick the WW1
M.urran State Univensity,_Itun...
The -Atomic Energy Commission said neither test has- Terry Allbrittel, National. Hotel, administran
major pia of Its decline au stolen from the Iglehart Farm Ilyn Erwin.
can
befit.
ray, Ky., 42071.
but
preparations
are
going
ahead
Murray;
Edward
yet
been
approved,
Stephen
Knight,
that new commitments in blue atter he had read about the
Without it, there could be no
for both. One would be a few years from now at AmSo,
318
15th
St.,
Murray;
Harry
chip docks entail minimal risk theft in the newspaper. He said
progressive programs."
chitka in the Aleutians and the second would be a peaceRussell, 1408 Poplar, Murray; Cahill
now. But it says the glamor howeter he didn't have any
praised the missing
time excavation experiment this year in Nevada.
Mrs.
Evie
Burkeen,
Rte.
1,
Dex- legislators for
stocks "still have some catch- proof so be took the meat and
their "political
The Nevada blast would have a yield of at least
ter; Bernice Boyd , 1619 Main,
ing up to do an the downside."
courage" and for "acting most
170,000 tons. That would make it the biggest test of a
Murray;
Robert
Montgomery,
put
it
in
his
deep
freesia,
the
watchful waiting for
Some
responsibly."
bomb used for peaceful purposes to date.
Rte, 1, Murray.
bargains among the glamor affidavit said.
stocks should also prove quite
eddie Ellis said in an affirewarding, the firm says.
davit that on or shout the 11th
of Jamurry 1970, he was with
By LOUIS CASSELS
attitudes.
No doubt about itmknocidng Johnny Ellis, his brother, and
UPI Religion Writer
Evidently, a great many
Friendship
an
the stock market off the top Stanley Dick
America= are weary of the
spot on inflation's totem pole is Road at the Buren Falwell place,
While the Catholic Church controversy, doubt and confuan important- though hardly that they called Billy Falwell
and many major Protestant sion which inevitably attend
publicized - means of restoring and borrowed his truck; thst
denominations are experiencing change.
fixed-income securities to some the three of them took his truck
a recession, some U.S. religious In their church affiliations, as
Farms
Iglehart
to
went
and
semblance of their former
cow bodies continue to grow at a in other areas of life, they are
Cut
stature," Spear and Staff Inc. where they saw a black
seeking a haven of certitude, a
road; that we boom rate.
says. "The question is, has standing in the
feeling
of
rifle
During
the
past
year,
the
continuity
with
the
.22
a
with
Washington decided that the shot the cow
gut the cow Catholic Church reported a past, the comforting assurance
brakes have been applied long and proceeded to
that
spot;
they
Put the membership gain of led than of old familiar ways.
the
on
enough to once again permit at
A church, to be truly healthy,
the truck and took it one per cent- smallest in 25
least a subtle release of the meat in
6.59c
the vacant boom on the years. The nation's Lutheran must be continually engaged
Center Cut
monetary brake pedal?" It to
Buren Falwell place; that Ellis bodies gained only two-tenths of with the world and partake of Nommoor
adds. The firm Niers a trend
then look the track back to one per cent- lowest ever. The Its pain and bewilderment as it
I
Medan Hausa - 16-oz. can
al ..-....4
toward less restraint may begin the Tappan Stove Company and United
Methodist Church suf- gropes toward a new day.
i
,
/
soon, but that it will be barely left A for FalwalL
fered an actual decline in
Something To Be Said
perceptible at first.
afin
his
said
further
Ellis
membership, on the order of
But there also is something to
r
--lb.
fidavit that Stanley Dick and about 2 per cent.
be said on the other side of the
Considering the increasing 4otiiny Ellis later told him that
4
.
But the Assemblies of Gad,
Mt.
talk of some possible aid to the they had picked up the meat America's
largest pentecostal
yen in the midst of war,
industry,
the
depressed housing
et the Falwell place; that he body, posted a metahership -combat troops have to be pulled
savings and loan issues look did not get any of the meat, but Increase
of nearly 9 per cent. out of the trout lines occasionallike good trading candidates, E. later found out from either The
fundamentalist Churches of ly for "restandrecreation."
lb. 79C
F. Hutton says. The group is Stanley or Johnny that they Christ grew at a
comparabde
The natural place for a
still in a downtrend, the firm had delivered some of the meat pace. The
Mormon Church Christian to seek this restoranotes, but there have been to Billy Falwell's home.
RUMP
s.---•.-,
established new congregations tion is in the worship and
some signs of a basing pattern In the affidavit Eddie Ellis
at
a
rate
of
nearly
one
a
day.
sacraments
of
Giant
his
Green
church.
But
being traced out over the past said that they had some horses
Pattern Is Discernible
if he finds at church internal
out at Falwell's farm, that they
few weeks.
A pattern seems to be dissension-rather than fellowlb.
knew that Iglehart had a lot
izgio}fI
PESO PUPPIES
of cows, and they decided to do discernible in these statistics. ship, theological faddism rather
The churches enjoying robust than confident faith, he -will
this that afternoon.
growth offer their members return to battle demoralized
Mrs. William Hayes of Route
CIRCUS BRAND
authoritative teaching and a rather than refreshed.
6, Murray, has two female pups,
Researchers at the University sense of stability.
Eventually,
after
he
has
had
one black and tan and one block of Colorado School of Medicine
and white to give away. She are using a detergent injected The churches registering all the disappointments he (.2.an
ADVERTISED ON TV —
—
says they are a hunting type into the blood stream to treat downtrends in popular support take, he may look around for
For the Lunch BOX
are struggling with change- in another camp where the people
dog and her phone number is frostbite.
doctrine, in liturgy, in social may be less well informed
436-2311.
about the location of-the front
lines, but are more responsive
to a Weary soldier's hunger for
the bread of life.
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SERVICE JOBS ARE AFFECTED
LESS WHEN RECESSIONS COME
Changes in employment show greater
impact in the production industries

•
•
•
•
•

Service industries"
'•!•!•!
!Alai- recess's@
1966-61
Goods Indust
•
111111141

11157-55
.1153-54

THESE PRIO'i 300D FEB. 12, 13 & 14 ONLY

1941-45
•Manufacturing, mining and contract construction
**Transportation, public utiliti•s, trade, finance, Insurance, rocsl
estate, services and government
Doss: Bureau of Labor Statistics
26

SPECIAL

By CARL H. MADDEN, CHIEF ECONOMIST
Chamber of Commerce ag the United States

▪

HOW MUCH will Joblessness rise because of government efforts to curb the boom? The employment shift toward the
Nper.rice industries may keep unemployment from rising as
rh&ch as in earlier slowdovnuL As the chart shows, since
the tqat World War II era Joblessness has moderated with
eactir-saccessive--businese downtturet-Bvetr-more-encoarsgJobs Itt, the vendee.industries have been less'sensitive
to recs.ionIin In the goods lidtiatiiei.-Vciay-rixire people—almost -14Atrds et our civilian labor fortie—are at
work to provide services than to produce goods..If. as prertment stud, the share of jobs in
dicted by a Labor DiPii,
service industries will rims further, joblessness may be even
_ less severe in any re/visions during the 1970s.

Juried Art
Show To Be
In Alabama

"BIG RIDER"
Sat Ra. Tinted CAM
Floor Meta. 2 front and 2
Door Edge Guanis
Vinyl Roof Cover. Slick
4-Season Air Conditioning*
'25 HP "Nriii-nre 484
Turbo Hydra-Hal&
Power Steat4te-678,05 Belted White St
AM Ptahbutton Radio
Ran, Wheels
Black Vinyl Interior
75 75 Cranberry Had

original paintings or drawings
in any medium; not larger than
60 inches nor smaller than 11
Inches in any direction. There
Is an entry fee of five dollars
per artist whether One or two
entries are submitted. Work shipped must be received by March
18. Painting may be hand denyered on March 19, 20 and 21
at the Mall. For entry cards
and additional information write
Mrs. Harold D. Owen, 1903 35th
Street,
Sheffield,
Alabama,
26660.

The Tennessee Valley Art As..
sociation announces a juried art
show next March 23 to 29 at South Oats Matt tn Muscle Shoals,
Alabama. The show is co-spon.
sored by merchants at the Mall
who are furnishing prizes totalLicenses Lost
ing $600. There are many other
cask and merchandise awards
Four perms from Calloway
also. The show is open to all
County
have lost their drivers
artists within 250 miles of Muslicense for the week ending Jancle Shoals.
Mr. Ferdinand E. Warren has uary 30, as released by the Dee
been selected juror for this show. pertinent of Public Safetyto
Hp is a well-1moms southern arti- Traffic Safety Coordinating Cost who is listed in Who's Who in mmittee. Names released by the
American Art as a painter, craf- committee were James Robert
tsman and graphic artist. He is Jeffrey, North 18th Street, Mura member of the National Ace. ray, Lewis Todd of New Concord,
dem of Design, College Art Jan Paschall Dalton, 1114 Sycapociation, Association of Ge- more Street, Murray,and George
orgia Artists, American Water David Scully, Box 385, Plaza
Color Society and Association Court, Murray.
3f Allied Artists. Mr. Warren
has been art instructor and resident artist at the University of
Georgia and Head of the Depart-. Old fraternity
meat of Art at Agnes Scott CollSCHENECTADY, N.Y. (UPI)
ege in Georgia. He has won many - The Kappa Alpha Society,
awds in exhibitions and is re- founded Nov. 26, 1825, at
presented in the permanent coll. Union College here, is the oldest
eclkes of many galleries as well of all Greek letter fraternities to
ee'in private collections. Each have maintained a continuous
existence.
artist may submit two
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Cost of. Welfare14 Cents on Dollar
WASHINGTON (UPI): President Nixon's welfare
program would take 14 cents opt of -every dollar
he plans to spend next year just to administer it,
sources said today.
Nixon allocated $500 million in his fiscal 1971
. budget to crank up the faMily-assistance plan of
minimum shnual paymetns to low-income working
families.
Social Security Administrator Robert Ball told
theOfouse Ways and Means Committee in a private
sessIdn, sources said, that administrative costs
would take up $70 million in the lint six months.
The welfare plan, if Congress approves, w-nild
start Jan. 1. Under the plan, a family of four, for
example, would get a mintmum of $1800. As the
family:; income went up, the federal payment
gradual& would be reduced. At $3920 it would
disappear.
According_ to Ball, sources said, $300 million of
the .$500 million would go for payments; $60 Million to boost minimum payments of the aged, disabled and blind adult recipients; $50 million to
Finance day-care centers to care for children while
their mothers train for jobs or work, and $70
million for administratifin.
Contending that' President Nixon's concept is
good but his figures ate too stingy. Senate Democrats plan to introduce a "Democratic alterticive"
to Nixon's reform .program next week
The bill, to be introduced by Sen. Fred R.
Harris ID.. Okla.. who is also Democratic national
chairman. provides that poor families would receive a guaranteed income equal to the sum the
goi•ernment thinks a family needs for subsistence.
That figure is now $3600 a year.
The Harris bill would phase in the guaranteed
income over three years. with $2500 guaranteed
_fa
. a familx.of fourdpririg the first mu, 1971.,
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WASHINGTON (UPI): Chief Justice Warren E.
Burger today urged the states to develop some
simple method for hearing "promptly, fully and
fairly" the grievances of prison inmates.
Such a step, the Chief Justice said, would reduce
the flood of state cases coming to federal courts
and the "unhappreensions" they cause.
"If this sounds like a call th-ftiorm, so be it,"
he told the National Assn. of Attorneys General.
Burger mentioned with approval the views on
this subject advanced in the criminal justice project
of the American Bar Assn. It recommended that
the states provide prisoners with:

.

I

• Paper, pens, typewriters, reasonable access
to lanvbooks and an open avenue to the courts.
• Trained counseling on a systematic basis
with the co-operation of bar associations, law schools
and legal aid offices.
The ideal program, according to the ABA. is to
establish a small but continuing staff available to
all prisoners who would be helped with habeus
corpus petitions.

Kentucky -Diocese
Episcopal Church
Has Convention

Hospital Report
ADULTS 101
NURSERY 4
FEBRUARY 7, 1970

142nd Annual
COMpentkm of the Kentucky
NEW BORN ADMISSIONS
Diocese Episcopal Church met at
. Ken-Bar Inn, at Kentucky Lake,
Hrs. Gracie Erwin and Baby
February 6 and 7th.
Boy, Rte. 1, KIrksey.
Delegates to the convention
on Saturday approved a plan to
DISMISSALS
Initiate a fund drive for $75,000
to finance one-half of a program
Mrs. Kay "Willoughby and Baby
for lay education and training Girl, Rte. 6, Murray; Mrs. Neva
Western
for churches in
Hopkins, Box 18, Hazel; James
Keentucky.
Kindred, New Concord; Vernon
r. The Rt. Rev. C. Gresham
Marmion, bishop of Kentucky Riley, 104 Parks, Murray; Otis
Dloc e, said a mot was Wilson, Rte. 1, Murray; Joe ColRte:14-iturrayridrS. tart*
received last yearom a
--foundation-to enable-tire diocese lase Shipley, Rte, 5, Hurray;
to study the church's ministry in Hrs. Gleanor Byars (Expired),
the small communities of 744 Nash Dr. Murray; Fred
Western Kentucky, and to Humphreys (Expired), 509 S. 6th
consider the possibility of a St., Murray.
program of education and
training that would lead to the ADULTS 109
development of a self-supporting NURSERY 6
ministry in that area of the FEBRUARY 8, 1970
church's work
The program will cost
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
$150,000 over a five year
period, the bishop said. An
Mrs. Beryl Whaley and Baby
applicatkm has been filed with Girl, 802 Guthrie, Murray.
the Arthur Vining David
Foundation for $75,000 to help
DISMISSALS
finance the program, he added.
A resolution was adopted by
Mrs. Bessie Jones, Rte. 1,
the group to be presented to the
63r1 convention of the Dexter; Denson Elliott, Box 941
Episcopal Church in the United IOU, Murray; Ronald King, 421
Stales urging them to clarify the So. 10th St., Murray; Henry Harcrieteiria to be observed in grove, Rte. 5, Murray; Willie
making grants to groups Hill, ktorganfield; William Wilvd, requesting assistance of the son, Rte. 1,Sedalia; Miss Mitchell Woodard, Box 1266 Univ.Stat.,
national Episcopal.
Murray; Mrs. Joyce Barter, 719
Elm, Murray; Miss Shelia CunnCHECKING CENSORSHIP
ingham, 1105 Sycamore,Murray;
Master Suresh Paulus, 30 OrchWASHINGTON (UPI) —
ard Heights, Murray; Miss LibbJohn E. Moss, 0.-Calif., chair- le James,
Hazel; Ellburn RayJean of the House subcommit- • n (Expired), 410 So. 6th St.,
tee on freedom of information, Murray.
will be in Vietnam Feb. 15-18 to
investigate charges of censorship in the U.S. Armed Forces
300 TREMORS LAST YEAR
R adio Network.
Subcommittee
investigators
WASHINGTON (UPI) — More
also have been looking into the
than 300 detectable earthquakes
of
the
Tokyooperations
occurred in the United States
putilshed military newspaper,
last year, according to the
Pacific Stars and Stripes. In
National Earthquake InformaVietnam, an Army broadcaster
tion Center.
has complained publicly he was
But for the fourth consecutive
ordered to suppress certain
year, no deaths resulted.
news.
Leading states in number of
earthquakes were California 91,
Montana 3, Alaska 51, Hawaii
43, Washington 5, Texas and
Ever serve broiled bananas Idaho 4 each and Utah 2. The
st quake injured several
with steak'
Brush the bananas with (Twos and caused $6 million
damages in Santa Rosa,
melted butter before you put
them under the broiler.
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Broil Bananas
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'Whirlpool

pre
-season
• conditionerlsalei
21,000 BTU's, 230-VOLT

3.000 BTU's, 115 VOLT
Prices

FLAVOR KW

1-year
service

ntuelw
FALL AND WINTER VACATIONS
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OT. JAR

DEL MOI
HOWL ANA.4104

16001/ Av14-011,11

These are rand-new 1970 models.
• The Panic Button for extra-fast,cool-down of an extra-hot room.
• NORMAL COOL and NIGHT COOL settings, too.
• Exclusive COMFORT GUARD•control
for balanced cooling, automatically.
• Walnut-grain slotted-panel front blends with any decor.
Helps hush operational sounds.
• Exhaust control.
• 4-way air direction control.
• Rust-resistant cabinet.

• Insta-Mount for quick, one-man installation.
\
• Walnut-grain, slotted-panel front blends with any deëor. Helps
hush operational sounds.
• Adjuillaiinntlerinostat automatically maintains the wolf
levetrule
• Exhaust Control.
• Dual air direction control.
• Rust-resistant cabinet.
• Convenient, pushbutton controls.

NO PAYMENT
DUE UNTIL

Near As Your Phone!

* Ward-Elkins Service All the
Air Conditoners They Sell!

* This year buy from a Volume
Dealer and Save the Difference!

1970

* During this Sale ... FREE installation in window!

coil

DEL

1
4,

FRUIT

MAR TI

* At Ward-Elkins you never buy
a Service Policy!
* Buy Early ... No Waiting
for Installation!
* Your friends will tell you to
buy from Ward-Elkins!

* This Sale Will Not Be Repeated or Continued!! *
Prices good only through month of February

FL
4

ICEI
LET

LEISSEA.1

AT THESE KENTUCKY STATE PARKS: • Cumberland Falls
at Corbin General Bulk at Carrollton • hinny Wiley at Prestonsburg
• Ifestocky Dam Village If GrIbertsvolle • take Cumberland at lames
town • Natant irides at Slade • Carter Caves at Ohre WM

H

BankAmericard and any INTERBANK -card honored
The 644 package rate per person includes meals, enterteinment and
lodging (double occupancy) in a luxurious room with two double beds
from Sunday eremite dinner through Thursday lunch every week from
October 12 1969 through March 26, 1970
•

Jumbo
[BTU
MIRACI
SALAD

JUNE 10th

double occupancy • per person

95

ONLY

0217995

* At Ward-Elkins Service is as
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ha:
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Prison Reform Urged
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JIM ADAMS I G A

Northside
Shopping
Center

Northside
Shopping
Center s

PR ICES GOOD THROUGH TUESDAY FEBRUARY 17

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITY
FAST IN FINE MEATS
U. S. CHOICE

U. S. CHOICE

ROUND 1-BONE STEAK L51°9 SIRLOIN
STEAK WIENERS
STEAK
49c
STORE
LB 81c
59c 99c
SOUTHERN STAR

12 OZ. PKG.

1111-(1 CHICKEN
CATFISH 7a
STEAKS La. I 7

LB.

FRESH WATER

FLAVOR KIST

lo
lobo- Cremes •
LISTERINE
MIRACLE WHIP

I LB. PKG.

REG. 79c

KRAFT

Crane
JELLY JAM

1
:
8
4
3
/$
1
00
49c
.
,
,
OT. JAR

YELLOW

CORN

303 CAN

303 CAN

c

7
-

GAL.

JAR

FAB

1

39c

REG. 98c

CRACKERS

2/49c

DEL MONTE

5/99c

303 CAN

TABLERITE

MILD AMERICAN DINNER

SPAGHETTI

2*LB. BOX

69c- -

CUT

GREEN BEANS

CHEESE

GIANT

4/9c 4/$1100

99c - 5/99c
7 OZ. BOX

1000 ISLAND

MARTHA WHITE

FLOUR
5 LB. BAG

49c

ICEBERG

DRESS NG
38 OZ. JAR

S 100

FRESH
NEW'

LETTUCE . GREEN ONIONS
9C
HEAD'

OUR PRICE

(RITZ TYPE)

DETERGENT

1 LB. PRAY.'

4

ASPIRIN

STRAINED

_ JUST LOW PRICES !

r.lit int

FRUIT_ COCKTAI

PRICE

NO GAMES
NO STAMPS
NO SY° FORCED PURCHASES

OLEO

DEL MONTE

-REG. 79c

INSTANT SHAVE °uR

it-ADAMS IGA STORE POLICY

'

5/99c

.

GERBER

°R

DEL MONTE

___

BAYER
RANGTREopi.cDALR.
L0IN
BABY F000

OUR PRICE

SALAD DRESSING

COLGATE

Ili
BUNCH10C

pEps

16 OZ. 8 PACK

RIPE, YELLOW

69c

SWEET

TURNIPS . BANANAS

i POTATOES

c
.

LB.10

LB.
( 1 OC

°

LB:

OC

OPEN 24 Hours DAILY -- CLOSED SUNDAY RemenitieL4t-4114 ABA S1GA-Iijthe total on- thelape- that ttiofits1=7-7'7
' 'Store

0

4
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Smog killing
stately trees
in California

Says Sportsmen Singing
Single Song--Clean It Up

NUS. IMO_

MOM iNnitIM. =DIM. MOM) 1•11 •
••••

••••••

III
III
III

!I!
By 10EARNEY BOMWELL
III
BERNARDINO,
Calif.
SAN
Ired R. Scroggin, Williamstown, Fifth ReBY JOHN MURPHY
years
UPI)
—
For
millions
of
gion director of the National Wildlife Fedsums* Pest Stew writer
the Ponderosa pine's worst Is
eration and past president of the league.
now
natural enemies were the bark Ill
"Sportsmen of Kentucky are
Detrick was introduced by 0. L. Mcpreaching one sermon, 'environmental imbeetle and fire.'
Elroy, Eminence, of the Henry County
ment'," John Osborne, Russell
Then man and the
Rod & Gun Club, an affiliate of the federSprings, president of the League of Kenautomobile brought a seater
ation and league.
555
tucky Sportsmen, said here.
Northern Kentucky legislators and conthreat to the tree — smog.
servation officers were guests of honor at
"It makes no difference, for what is
About 1.3 million Ponderosa
needed for fish and wildtfe is also needed
the installation dinner.
pines, which are the dominant HI
for man; clean water, clean air and clean
trees in the 612,000—acre San III
ATTENDING WERE Sen. Don Johnson,
soiL"
Bernardino National Forest,
Campbell County, and state representahave been affected according to
THE T W 0-TE R M president of Kentives Dan Roberts, Walton; Carl Ruh, Ft
Mitchell; John Isler, Covington; William
tucky's largest sportsman-conservation orResource Officer Hatch Graham
Donnermeyer, Bellevue, and Art Schmidt,
ganization urged local sportsmen to opof the U. S. Forest Services.
Cold Spring.
Pose federal "clean cut" forestry practice
The Forest Service said the
Plus Regional Wildlife Director Jack
legislation (House Bill 12.205).
Ponderosa, one of the most
Lynn, Owenton, and Officers Dale Duley,
He also asked them to support acceptcommon trees from British
Crittenden; Frank Duncan, Mt. Olivet;
able statewide gun control legislation
Columbia to North Dakota and III
Jerry Hammond, Owenton; Joe Jacobi,
rather than piecemeal local regulations
central Nebraska and from
Carrollton.
that "would only add to confusion."
Southern California to northern II
Richard
Keeton,
Cynthiana;
James
Osborne, head of the 42,000-member
Mexico, is virtually doomed in III
Lohre, Ft. Mitchell; Atlas Lynn, Boone
league since 1968, was among the Saturday
Crittenden.
James
Ruark,
County;
the San Bernardino Mountains. Ill
night speakers during the 36th annual in"For all practical purposes," ils
stallation of officers of the Fifth District _
A NUMBER OF awards for outstanda forest service report stated, III
Federation of Kentucky Sportsmen at
ing service to the conservation movement
"smog will be with us for
Town & Country, Park Hills
in Kentucky were awarded during the
another 10 years and by that Ill
program.
THE PRINCIPAL speaker, Scott Dettime the (affected) trees will be III
Club,
Singleton,
of
the
Bob
White
Cliff
rick, Louisville Board of Education memIll
as
the
County,
was
installed
Campbell
dead."
ber and prominent Kentucky civic leader
federation's president for 1970,succeeding
The problem was first noted Ill
and philanthropist, told the nearly 300
Lou Hanneken, of the Kenton Game &
in the early 1940s when local Ill
,
leaders of the 13-county 'federation:
Fish Assn. and the Ohio Vallor Beagle' residents discovered that many
"Take time to participate today, for
Ill
Club.
or the stately trees were
we may all wake rip some morning and
John Glauber, Carrollton, Twin Rivers
Ill
cancelled."
has
been
turn
yellow
and
tomorrow
beginning
to
find that
Gun Club, was installed as vice president;
Detrick, knowfl. nationally for his philodie.
Coyne,
Covington,
KG&FA,
secJohn
(Pat)
sophical pul4lic addresses, emphathzea the
For years scientists looked ill
retary; Billy Hieks, Williamstown, Grant
need for !leashing our young the real
for an insect or disease to blame. III
County Sportsmen, assistant secretary, and
adding:
sense of values,"
Howard Smith, Ft. Thomas, Bob White
Then it was noticed that the
"No one is ever .given the second optreasurer.
Club,
ieer
were located in
sickest trees,were
impression."
portunity to make a first
The officers were installed by Kenton
air flow, and 'It
areas where
Circuit Judge Lawrence Wichmann.
0SBORNE WAS introduced by Dr.
smog, was greatest through the ;I;
mountains — and man, was I!
• ••
TS admit he was the Ill
Saved
from
the
dump
,11=11=1111MINIINII
,
"CttERTSEy,tigri ton,His weapon is the III
- Bill Parkhurst, 27, watched a
which emits carbon III
automobile,
small plastic box move along a
and
nitrogen dioxide in
dioxide
conveyor belt leading to the
the exhaust. Sunlight changes ill
WASHINGTON (UPI): The Nixon Administratown
dump's
crushing
machine.
tion faces a political dilemma in Laos where the
On a hunch, he picked lip the these compounds into ozone and III
United States has started airlifting 3000 refugees
box and opened it. Inside were penoxyacetyl nitrate, which III
from the strategic Plain of Jars.
man.
bonds and savings certificates damages plants — and
VietNorth
15,000
that
estimate
III
Officials here
worth
troops
463
army
Pathet
Lao
pounds
8000
regulars
and
($1,100)
namese
fall
off
Needles
which Parkhurst turned over to
are gathering for an apparent effort to seize the
According to a study by III
the police.
plain from Premier Souvanna Phouma's Royal ,
service researchers based Ill
forest
Army.
Laotian
at the University of California, III
The Plain of Jars is a 25-to-35-mile oval area,
Riverside, smog causes the green III
part of the larger Tranninh Plateau, that has
Boys of the chorus
hands frequently.
LONDON (UPI) — Paul pine needles to turn yellow and III
cials confirm that U.S. military authorities
chaggi
I Ii
Raymond, owner of one of fall off sooner than normal.
have advised the Laotian government not to make
This in turn causes the trees III
London's biggest strip clubs, is
because
In
the
plain
any =for military stand
to age rapidly and die of old age
planning an all—male revue.
Communist forces probably could defeat them. This
while still chronologically Ill
35
in
his
first
The
cast
of
encourage
Comwould demoralize the army and
young. Or it weakens the trees III
will
be
show
opening
in
April
they
say.
'Vietnam.
munist elements in South
to
the point" where they fall lit
impersonators
from
top
female
President
Nixon
point,
Perhaps more to the
victim to the bark beetle, disease III
all over the world.
does not want to escalate U1 S. activity in Laos
The show will not feature or other insect pests.
while trying to defuse the Vietnam war.
'Ii
stripping.
The Ponderosa is the most III
Any maim' stand- by Souvanna Phouma would
susceptible to smog damage of Ill
require a repeat el the U.S. role that enabled
Growing together
the major varieties of trees in the
Royal- forces to seise the plain last summer—
SALEM, Ore. (UPI) — Cars forest. Other trees are also Ill
massive bombardment from the air.
keep getting bigger, so the State affected, but are not usually Ill
So U. military officials feel it would be better
division of motor vdhicles has killed.
for the Royal Laotian Army to put the best possible
approved an increase in the
Affected trees are being cut
face on the situation by announcing that they are
parking slot used by driver and replaced with others which
rrinvoment
withdrawing from-the-area as a t
applicants.- Ttre --tengttr are more 'reSiStan't to smog -- Ill
was increased from 25 feet to 28 notably the Giant Sequoia or lii
Feet.
California Redwood arid the Ill
_Sugar pine.
Although the Giant Sequoia Ill
is not now native to Southern ssi
California (it may have been
100,000 years ago, according to III
Graham), the forest service said III
it had been planted in test III
plantings for 35 years "and.,
found to grow quite rapidly and Ill
Ill
well in this area."
"However," Graham said. HI
there is no assurance that, if the Ill
&nog level increases, the trees Ill
-1AIDA CEREMONIAL
CANOENMERICAN BALD EAGI.1: that up to now have been IS
resistant_ will not later be
sis
affected."
The substitution of resistant III
1) s
trees is Just a "short- range" isi
•••
solution, he said, 'the
long- range solution is to II
•
elimtate smog."
.1
•••••••••
Another "short- range"
ir
1
solution'
is the forest service's III
•
1
attempt to develop strains of hi
101
1
11
A .s•Ponderosa pines which are more
$:,
ll
resistant to smog.
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PRICES
CENTERS

,DISCOITIT DRUG

ARE THE

SAVIITE'S
SYETIIEART,
SALE

MST EVER!

•

States abroad
TOKYO (UP11 -- Three
states maintain staffs and offices
in Tokyo to promote trade and
tourism with the Japanese. They
are Alaska, New York and Ohio.
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Let a iet&iddestifiei
express your heart', desire.
For young or old, loved am se swasimert.
Jase_iSea* _WACIMP oils*
Valentine Cards

• Sav-Rite

"DEARLY
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PAIN FLACON EST
MUGUET MIST
$in
EMERAUDE MIST
L'ORIGAN MIST

JADE EAST
AFTER SHAVE - 6 Oz.
$4.00
Value

$2.88
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The Mouthwash
for Lovers
Mt? VALUE
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9.0 Oz, Size
61.00 Value
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SPRAY DEODORANT
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HALF POUND OF BOB PINS
Rubber Container
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POND'S DREAM FLOWER TALC
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NATURAL IIISTORY SERIES The Pust Office Department announces these four new 'stamps
In its Natural History Series will be issued in New York on May ri whete •Lhe American
Museum of Natopil Histor y is obscriing art centennial year Th,
ormho ,17.1`
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BLIMPS! No. is row or storage tank• at PPG Industries big
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Save Your Food Malt Cash
Register Tapes And Get
1% Cash Refund For Your
Favorite Church Or Charity.

BREAST LB. 65c
CEGS
LB. 49c
THIGHS LB. 49c

S.DAU

CHOICE

99
RUMP ROAST
790
ROAST
Cu sOUNTRY Fily STEAK 880
1/4 PORK LOIN
NC
l2OZ PKG. 49t
WIENERS
SAUSAGE
TOMATO JUICE
3 $01
CAKE MIX
3
$1
5
-CORN
CORN
POT PIES
5 $1
CATSUP
3
CRACKERS
250
490
APPLES
BONELESS

LB.

udfl
AJCI
EE

LB.

JOHNSON

STORE MADE

LB. 490

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

PILLSBURY

18 OZ. $1
BOXES

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

WHITE CREAM STYLE

17 OZ.
CANS

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

17 Oz.8R
Ccris

MORTON

BEEF

Y

FOR

JACK SPRAT

MERIT

BOTTLES$1

1LB.BOX

RED DELICIOUS

4 LB. BAG

FLORIDA
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Do Pregnant
Teens Belong
In Classroom?
School officials have justified this action for years
iii various ways. "It's for
the girl's own good .
she might get bumped in
the hall or the other girls
will laugh at her," is one
common argument.
Others take a "moral"
stand, insisting that to let a
pregnant girl continue to
attend classes regularly
would be no reward a sin."

Pampered potatoes
NEW YORK (UPI) — More
and more potatoes are being
given preferred treatment • in
transit from farm to grocery.
Instead of Wing shipped in
WASHINGTON (UPI):
conventional box—type cars,
The goternment is elimpotatoes are being moved in
inating the sat lags stamp
bulk in a new car that provides
progYam under which
an air- conditioned
school kids for a generaenvironment. Whatever the
tion invested as little as
outside weather, heat or sleet,
10 cents at a time in
government bonds. The
the potatoes inside , are kept
Treasury Depa rtment
comfortable and arrive at
says the stamps are too
markets in better condition.
expensive to pr oduee
It's possible through a
and handle, It expects to
Conditionaire covered hopper
save $1 million a year
car made by ACE Industries.
by ending the- program,
One such car can carry 180,000
effective June 30.
pounds of potatoes, three times
Ravaging rodents
as much as a box car. Became
MANILA (UPI) — Dr H.H. they're carried in bulk, no
Roth of the United Nations Crating or sacking is required.
Food and Agriculture
Organization (FAO) estimates
that one—fifth of the foodstuffs
planted in Asia never reach the
table because they are destroyed
•y rodents.

Savings Stamps
Program Ended

BY CRAIG A. PALMER
WASHINGTON (UPI): Most of the estimated 200,000
teen-aged girls who get pregnant this year will be ordered out of school at least until their children are born.
Miss Howard said the
number of pregnant teenagers is increasing by about
3000 each year. About 60
per cint of the girls will be
married when their child is
born, she said, but most of
them still will be considered medical and social
"risks."
•

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

THE BASIS for such attiSTILL OTHERS fear the
tudes lies in statistics, Miss
pregnancy might be contaHoward said. In New York
gious, both figuratively and
City, for example, 55 per
"Would you alpointed out that many
cent, of all women on wellow a typhoid carrier in
pregnant
teen-agers are
the classroom?" asked one
fare had their first child'
achool attorney during a
poor
ill-fed.
and
In this conwhen they were 18 or
recent legal test of such
dition, the panel noted, an
younger.
policies.
unborn child's healpi may
Marion Howard, a materThe medical risks were.
he endant.
,errd and there'
nal and child health reunderlined last month durfore the government must
searcher at the Health, Edshow "a legitimate concern
ing the White House Conucation and Welfare Defor the nutrition of pregis out to stop
ference on Food, Health
nant girls"
this
rnen
practice—inainly beand Nutrition. One panel
cause many of the girls
ordered to leave school will
-never return and thus lose
the education needed later
in life to be understanding
and heileful • asoi:
"They are mothers at 14
or 15 whether we like it or
not," Mim Howard noted
-Tia-inr-tntervtesr.-111mrWU"—
are Wring to do is to
WASHINGTON (1.1Prr -TIM Dunlop TTfr& Rubprove their mothering 4bilber Corp. has refused to issue an outright recall
Ity and help them become
of 90,000 of its tires declared by the government
complete girls."
to be unsafe under certain conditions.
It was the first industry defiance of a governTHIS REASONING has
ment request for a tire recall.
led Miss Howard to orga,The Transportation Department's National High—
dise the first National -Conway Safety Bureau said government tests showed
ference on School-Age d
that continued use of the Dunlop tires in quesPregnancies. It will be held
tion "could by .hazardous under certain conclittbns."
here Thursday through SatThe company issued a statement from it Bufurday under the auspices
falo, N. Y., headquarters saying its own testing
of Yale University, the
"assures us that these tires are safe and first-grade
University of Pittsburgh
merchandise."
lind
• The tires were produced in France for sale in
The Ideals to exchange
the United States. They were identified as CT
information about the prob8.50x13, four-ply rayon tires.
-"
lems involved in a teenUnder the National Highway, Safety Act, the
government has not power to forcie a manufacturer
aged pregnancy, whether
to recall a product. But the' Transportation Dethe mother is married or
partment said it wasrconsidering the possibility
not, and among those parof civil action against Dunlop.
ticipating in the conference
Maximum civil penalty would be a $1000 fine
will be 12 girls—some pregfor each violation, with a maximum fine of $400,000.
Sant, the rest young mothAccording to the safety bureau, nine of 48 tires
ers—from Baltimore, the
tested failed to meet the government' endurance
District Of Columbia, Syratests, and 30 out of 56 failed the strength test,
cuse, N. Y., and Dayton, 0.

Ititi

Firm Defies Order
To Recall Tires

Tally ho!
ARMEE, Wales (UPI) — A
Cirdiff—Swansea train was held
up for 30 minutes with Jammed
brdke, after an emergency stop
tilted by hounds chasing a fox.
Farther along the same track,
a freight train killed two hounds
on another hunt.
Both foses escaped.

Offer Home Rule Drink Bill
BY CLAY WADE BAILEY

ern Kentucky legislators.
The bill would also allow fiscal courts
in counties with first, second and thirdclass ciites to authorize Sunday sales in
territories outside those cities.
A key to the bill is one Ohio is considering which would allow essentialy the
same sales and in Cincinnati it would
likely be tied to the stadium development.
Sunday liquor sales long have been
sought in the area and Schmidt's proposal
—slightly different from those of the past
—would permit them at the discretion of
local governing bodies."

Mooted game

'Watseka Pest

FRANKFORT: A "home rule" amendment to allow cities of the first three
classes to authorize Sunday liquor sales
has been introduced in the Kentucky
House..itis enabling legislation.
"The bill would merely enable cities—
especially in northern Kentucky-4o meet
Cincinnati competition once the new
stadium is opened there." said Rep Art
Schmidt, who co-spoNsored the bill along
with Rep. James Murphy and other north-

H is business
is !umping
SPALDING, England (UPI) —
Bert Slater's job is to test the ice
en ponds to ensure it is safe foi
skaters. Slater, who weighs 196
pounds, walks :arefully to tilt Unseen, but felt
escaped from the garden chains
Mrs. Nora Gaughy's doorbell.
center of a pond and then jump*
of his owner and welit on a spree
CARLISLE, England (UPI)—
”No,'! replied Mrs. GaughY,
up and down. It is considered "Excuse me, have you seen an seconds before an ape bit her on in the neighborhood before
surrendering when offered a
safe if he doesn't fall through.
ape?" asked a caller who rang the leg.
who
bunch of bananas.
It was jas°11'

WE'RE TAKING DEAD AIM AT INFLATION

_
White ALP
p.t.ton 7i ii

CHECK & COMPARE

Ann Page Soup
Golden A a,P Whole Kernel
Tondo iom
$1 Vegetal' 7.1t..,?:- $1 Pore*
71%.21-$1"7Coro
5"c-°z-$1
.- -.,
petted Swift
Pt ut
Groin ALP French Style Campbells
:Grego AL 7
10 Os.
is o. $1
Veeetablc 6;.-,lins $11
BOONS
/ i ins
I moat
73.°:-$11
lens 6 isc..moi.$1 Soup
'4
Pride of Ittinoi4
Chicken"
'"s"Pe. 1
te Sege/ A s r
Noodle 7 '(°,..„°..- n1 Peas
7'c'..":'. 41 beet $J6C.. . °L $1 Coro 5'Z;Zz.$1
Oi.

Fresh 13 Lb. Pkg. or Morel

3 Lb. Pkg. or More (Ail Seel

Hamburger

CREST

FREE!

590

Whole Breast.w:7:1180

BUY

4

Lb

Fresh Chicken Parts

BUY
TUBES
3
"
c'z $2•"j St

•A%

Ground Beef Lb.OYc

HERE'S
HOW TO
GET

Fresh Chicken Parts

oz. $t)00
TUBES _

THEN GET A $2.00 REFUND BY MAIL
DETAILS
•
AVAILABIA AT AAP STORES

Cap

Whole Legs

Lb

680
LIMIT 4
PLEASE

n John

WMI WOO OR MORE
ADDITIONAL PURCHASE

Cod Fillets

The strew at .tbe
'rein MI at Ho
dieted late iii.

SCHOOL 517 OZ.
DAYS
CANS
PEAS

Road
Discu
Court

SAVE 244

Paramount

Suit

Tomatoes

By STEVE Lille
Written Especially for Central,Press and, This Neaceptsper,
„IT'S A LONG WAY from
Main Street U.S.A. to Hong
Kong, in miles and in culture.
.Today it's Peach Blossom
time in that far eastern city
the gayest and meat colorful
time on the Chinese calendar
•The Lunar New Year is just
arourui the corner. For cen' Lurie*, peach bIsssoms have
been the symbol of the holiday
which this year falls cn Feb.
17.
The entry of the new year is
Celebrated with pomp, festivity
and tradition in which even the
heavens will delight.
The Chinese kitch:n god,
kncwn as Tim) Kwan, whea..
shrine decorates most Hong
Kong homes, is said to go on
furlough." He takes off to the
- heavens, and whi'e he's there,
he reports to ether gods en the
behavior of the family witohe
home tr... oversees. But certain
earthly business must be Completed before this takes place.
Debts must be settled. Ancestors muut- be remembered and
- worshipped. Hemes must be
kept meticulously clean an J
height colors are the order of
the day. Peach blossoms, gladioli, naectraus and potted mandarin trees add the color and
the mandarin trees add to the
mystique: the fruit la symbolic
el fullness and completeness.

WEDNESDAY — FEBRUARY 11. 1970

5

sl Tamales

3'3z$1

Martel

Swift

$1

$1 Seger Wafers.3
a
.
.

'Sultana

Tema Flakes

4

P

)
1 Cheek
tn Page

Chilw /hems._ 3

)1 Ketchup
PR ICES GOOD

THRU SAT., FEB. 14

F rash
Ot

Strawberries

49c

59C

30'S

IS- Oz.
Pkg.

Radishes
GREEN

B..

PIE

EA.

SAVE 10ii

CABBAGE
KLEENEX
JUMBO
TOWELS

LB.1

3rz.- 894

3 Rolls si.ockW.th nth coorieii

Good Onl) At AAP Food Storer
Resider Mee Without Coupoil
Coupon Eepires Sal., Feb. 14
Lim
Coupon Per Customer

Lush

KLEENEX
JUMBO
TOWELS
SAVE lot

WITH COUPON IN AD

Seen&
Aroun
Murra

PAMPERS DIAPERS
VII

ALL. these items and many
mine must be achieved seven
dais before the first day of the,
Nest Moon in the period known
.a -4h. "Little New Viler," an
Interlude plainly designed for
paraphern
pratycr is last day or the 12th Moon
housewives to do their shopping
also in evidenre: joss sticks.
On this night the "Ten
early. It happens to coincide
poker gold and silver. rapiere banquet is held for I in. fainik
with the time when the kitchen
mithe models of hJmes, cars the feast .to which or•
god is on his aninial leave.
and other luxury items'. 'All will is ever invited. it. Iti
day
Tioaa
Kwan de- be burned and offe-red to an- with rmieh miiilitatins; ;, 1,,,•,
On the
ports. families throughout the cestors and the deities.
for general riti
community
prepare
L'Isineee
• • •
ll quarrel-i must he forgotten ,
sumptuous meals for him, to be
NO ONE knows how much the The fuod m un-iA. of li.nl, fin
he
has
enough Chinese in Hong Kong spend soup. sweet _mil
certain that
u., it,
food for his long and perilous over the New Year holiday roast duck
nu Pi
journey. But, always as Is the Most can afford it, h -iwever diced walnut.hoe,
rare in such offerings, it' ethe New Year is the time for
ay- fried noodle.,
earthly folk who make.' aid ment of double waer,s During
II ,,. .j„.,„„,
11 it
the actual hdlida y, thou*: eyes will, 't,•• .11 iho. pa,' It ri.,
son:,,
close for _three days.,
In evrry Chinese household
wh.,L
-key
It is it time of gyrattni..
(her.• air bundles otos:Henn**
c.!Ii..•
It
stiorenileit in 'mid-air laven4 of tivity. with trailitional lion mil
tt
pressed ducks appear in cup- unicorn dances. not to mention ft /01,r41/its. 111..41..0
l'o
tt
l'ssards Refrigera tors are the dance mit' the fairies and aii iy
te.•
parked to sosp.ictiy with fresh the "CM of the South date df taiation,
.
if '
vegetables. .and the chicken. Heaven " ..I( 'an. part of thi.' Iii' it pi .6,-it.
small. fenced-in celebriiinn,. s In, h nitty begin 111, veg. .
tattrat._
yerkly in
ttt-sPfWg/frigif tile Apt. nlija• At,
•
-- -
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BATTER

PILLSBURY

88C
88t

CAKE MIXES

We notice the
raised the legal in
to 9 per cent. Our ol
was a little more t
cant several years

Dutch Queen

200 CT.
BOXES

Lunch Meat2'L(.):
Marvel

Fig Bars
A & P Frozen

Macaroni

'IV

3 Int
WJTII

Coupon Womli !Si/
on hireling Of Any I

rum

Food Sums
~um.t'oupon
A &P

Veto 55
rt,

WITH Titf St

nenietletS -

PILLSBURY FRaSTINCI' MIXES
Good Only Al S&P Food Storm.
Pride Without cdpupdit
Coupon Good Tara Sea., 5e5. F4
Limit 1 Coupon Pin Customer

&

2i-tkb. 3
Cheese 5%°.:$1

State Highway
with the Calloway
cal Court in its re ass Wednesday to
in which the co
the $109,930.00
state for the coun
program.
BillMiller of
Thomas A. Scott
highway officials,
ways in which the
be used such as
ment, materials,
Ralph McCuiston,
supervisor, will w
magistrates, Wayne
tin Young, K,, B. M
Lamas Hale, in pl
road program for
A certificiate of
regarding the
state examination

WITH COUPON IN AD

.
)0PRILa
LAsBs
t.uaRRYo
5Lii-liall"°-...
fL
'WittiOUP 'Mist';upon
11
Plain Or Self Rislos
onw
..ior Good Only Al ALP Food
Stores
= b coulee hire 5(.111,011 Cog110111
Coupon Good "(loll Sat. , Foto. I*
Am—
+AN
i. IMO 1 l',Apun P., Customer

Congratulations to
ces Fenton for bei

for her high scho
mg.
Small flock of Cedar
out at Calloway
School yesterday.

TISSUE With This Coups*
Good Onli II ALP Food
Stores
Regular P.
e Without Coupoo
Coupon Er rowel Sot Feb. 14
Limit I(..upon Per Customer

Streets and roads hat
beating over the Ph
weeks. Freezing and
rain seeping down tu
merit. etc.. has caw
both in the city an
Much of the avaiLi
(Continued 4R4,41m.
_

